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Ribeau develops Leadership Academy 
Q President Ribeau helps to establish an academy 
within the University to build leaders. 
ByDARLAWARNOCK 
The BG News  
President Sidney Ribeau wants 
the University to be recognized 
as the place where leaders are 
formed. 
That's   why   plans   were   an- 
nounced during the board of 
trustees meeting Thursday con- 
cerning the development of 
Ribeau's Leadership Academy. 
The academy was established in 
October when Ribeau donated his 
$15,000 salary bonus to the for- 
mation of the academy. 
Deb Magrum, board secretary, 
announced the plans of the acad- 
emy to the board because Ribeau 
was called away for a family 
emergency. 
Magrum said the plans are 
forming quickly and the first 
phases of the academy will begin 
next fall in some "First Year Ex- 
perience" courses. 
Students  can   enroll   In   the 
academy starting in January 
1999. About 35-40 students will 
be accepted each year, making 
the total enrollment for the acad- 
emy stand between 135 and 150 
students. 
With the academy will also be- 
gin an outreach leadership pro- 
gram with students from area 
high schools. Workshops, presen- 
tations and other activities will 
be taken to the schools and i 
cial attempts will be made to 1- 
dentify and Include underrepre 
sented and Inner city youth. 
The on-campus leadership 
academy will offer courses 
which Include a special leader- 
ship component and some classes 
will be specially designed for the 
• See LEADERS, page 
Trustees approve 
improvement plan 
Q Several University 
improvement projects 
have been approved by 
the Board of Trustees. 
By SARAH BEDNARSKI 
The DC News  
The University board of 
trustees approved several Im- 
provement projects, Thursday. 
According to Bob Waddle. Uni- 
versity capital planning director, 
the largest project will occur In 
the residence halls. He said 
McDonald Hall will be one of the 
biggest projects. 
"The bathrooms will be reno- 
vated and a kitchenette will be 
built," Waddle said. "The total 
cost is around $700,000." 
Rodgers Hall will update their 
present computer lab and de- 
velop another one, Waddle said. 
He said the total cost will be 
about $130,000. 
Waddle said the shuttle service 
plans to buy one more bus. He 
said they also plan to add another 
bus shelter on campus. 
"I don't know if the bus is go- 
ing to be an addition or replace- 
ment," Waddle said. "The shelter 
will be placed by Kreischer and 
theRec." 
The total cost of the shuttle 
service project is around $90,000, 
Waddle said. 
According to Waddle, In order 
for the projects to happen, they 
must be approved by not only the 
board but also several other 
committees. He said the projects 
have been reviewed by each de- 
partment, then by the Provost's 
office and finally by President 
Sidney Ribeau. 
Waddle said the board has the 
final approval and the total 
amount of funding for the 
1998-99 budget Is $1,781,123. 
Valerie Newell, board of 
trustees member, said two new 
trucks for University Parking 
and Traffic Services, was also 
approved. The total cost was 
about $32,000. 
Newell said all of the projects 
• See PROJECTS, page seven. 
Computer services 
standardize dorms 
□ University Computer 
Services is equipping all 
residence halls with 
Ethernet capabilities. 
ByDARLAWARNOCK 
The BG News  
Each on-campus student room 
will be connected with Ethernet 
capablities by the time classes 
start back up In the spring. 
University Computer Services 
is making its rounds through the 
residence halls to make sure 
each room has the wiring to han- 
dle an Ethernet connection. 
The wiring has been occurring 
during the past couple months 
and will be completed a few days 
before students return for class- 
es, according to Ann-Marie Lan- 
caster, provost associate and as- 
sociate professor of computer 
science. 
A few residence halls - Includ- 
ing Dunbar, Krlesher and Foun- 
ders - already have the connec- 
tions available. 
All of the equipment is on cam- 
pus, the task now Is to make sure 
it is working and ready to be 
connected to student rooms. 
Each piece is tested in Hayes 
Hall before it is Installed In the 
residence halls to ensure it is 
working properly, Lancaster 
said. 
Equipment cabinets are being 
placed within the residence halls 
to connect it to the backbone. 
The total cost of the project Is 
• See ETHERNET, page seven. 
pkMm prvvldrd 
Members of Travis Chapin's technology class stand in front of the Mansfield prison that was the she of 
filming for the movie "Shawshank Redemption." 
Students tour prison 
□ Construction management tech- 
nology students visit famous prison 
to study real-world applications for 
their majors. 
ByMATTGERACI 
The BG News 
University construction management tech- 
nology students are looking to see not only 
where construction is going but also where It 
has been. 
Recently, the Thanksgiving holiday found 20 
construction students and three faculty on their 
way to Mansfield, Ohio, to tour the old section of 
the prison built in the 1880's as well as four new 
cells added to the modem section. 
Travis Chapin, assistant professor of technol- 
ogy, said the old prison happened to be where 
the filming of such blockbuster movies as Shaw- 
shank Redemption and Air Force One were fil- 
med. 
"I was simply astounded by the coldness of 
the old prison - it was overpowering," Chapin 
said. "The new cells were similar to the cell 
structures of Alcatraz." 
Chapin said the cell measurements were 10 
feet by 6 feet by 7 feet tall. 
Chapin mentioned the guide of their tour was 
a guard back when the old prison was opera- 
tional. He said the guide, Ike, reminisced about 
how things were back then and how there were 
"no frills." 
Chapin said each prisoner learned a trade and 
performed that trade everyday until they were 
released. The prisoners made their own grain, 
vegetables and slaughtered their own meat, he 
said. The prison was a fully self-supporting 
system with no extra cost other than the actual 
construction. 
• See PRISON, page seven. 
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THREE 
FACT: 
Exams generally constitute a large portion of 
the grade in a particular class. 
FICTION: 
Students spend a large portion of the 
semester studying for these finals. 
PEOPLE ON THE STREET 
A look at what some members of the community think about the issue of the day: 
Today's Question: 





"Too much to do - 




"My final IPC exam 
- it was probably the 





"Taking a cumula- 
tive test for the first 
time. I just wanted to 
finish and get the 




"There was a section 
of my Spanish final 
that I hadn't studied 





"Studying for Stats 
212 and trying to 
learn everything 





Sunny. High: 45. Low: 25. 
Tuesday 
Sunny. High: 49. Low: 35. 
QUOTE OF 
THE DAY 
'This will be with me the rest of 
my life. I was sitting in that chair 
and saying to myself, 'Do I really 
have a shot?'" 
Michigan's Charles Woodson 
after winning the Heisman Trophy 
CANES 
I}}     ■ To sunshine to brighten the first dark day 
fy      of finals. 
■ To "Scream 2" for giving us an escape 
from finals week hysteria. 
■ To extended library hours. 
■ To busy shopping malls, little smiling 
faces, mistletoe ... and all those other 
things that make the holiday season so 
special. 
Remember. Page Thru is lor FUN only and is not meant m any way. shape or torm lo cause anyone to nse m an uproar. 
pr~ket om newsroom or bum our paper in effigy In a related note, thanks to SIC SIC lor their question suggestions Any 
suggestions for -People on the Street' Questions are greatly appreciated Good luck with finals and have a Merry Christmas. 
hut we here at The BG News urge you to heed this warning: Dont do anything Santa wouldm do 
COAL 
■ To comprehensive final exams. 
■ To professors that offer comprehensive 
final exams. 
■ To the trees that provide the paper that 
comprehensive final exams are printed on. 
■ To 24-hour quiet hours in the residence 
halls. 
■ To Scan Tron bubble sheets. 
Our next publication date is 
Tuesday, Jan. 13 
Cover photo by 
Jeremy Martin 
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Magnificent seven not so magnificent 
When I finally got home 
near 10 p.m. Tuesday, ready to 
enjoy a few days of family 
gatherings and lots of turkey, I 
found my parents In their 
room, watching television I 
went In to talk to them a bit. 
say my howdy-do's and all 
that. but. as I was speaking. 
"Dateline" came on with an 
exclusive story about the 
"Magnificent Seven" in Iowa, or 
for those of us who are media- 
Impaired, the septuplets born 
to the family In Iowa just a few 
weeks ago. 
I don't know If anyone at 
NBC ever realized that some of 
the Magnificent Seven (In the 
movie) died, but the Irony 
wasn't lost on me. Some people 
say that I'm a pessimist and I 
can live with that. I guess. I 
personally see myself as a 
realist and seeing reality 
involves noting the bad as well 
as the good, or at least that's 
how I rationalize It. 
Regardless. I don't see these 
septuplet punks being that 
magnificent. I should clarify to 
say that I'm not disgusted with 
the kids themselves, but with 
the whole event and Its partici- 
pants (the kids didn't have 
much choice In It). 
The first thing I told my 
parents was that If I the doctor 
they came to. after diagnosing 
Mrs. McCaughey (mother of the 
septuplets). I would have 
carefully explained to her and 
her husband that I felt It would 
be In the best Interests of all 
Involved, both the parents and 
children. If they were to abort 
some of the babies. 
Gasp, what a meanle Brian 
is I know when reading the 
Time" article 1 saw that there's 
a more politically correct word 
for the process, selective 
something or another, but it's 
aborting the fetuses plain and 
simple. I'm not the biggest fan 
of abortion, but I know that as 
a medical doctor it's my 
responsibility to try to keep the 
mother safe first and the 
fetuses safe next. Also. I know 
that the more fetuses there 
are, the greater chances are for 
complications during and after 
delivery for them. 
In fact, according to the 
article I read, multiple babies 
have 12 times as great a 
chance of dying In Infancy. 
Also, potential problems later 
In life are cerebral palsy, 
kidney and bowel problems, 
blindness and even mental 
retardation. 
Yeah, but how potential are 
those problems, one might 
ask? Well. In 1985 a woman 
birthed septuplets and they 
weren't as magnificent. In fact, 
one of them was stillborn (born 
dead), three others died within 
19 days and the remaining 
three had cerebral palsy and 
retardation by age three. 
What makes that case even 
worse Is that the family sued 
the clinic and the doctor who 
prescribed the fertility drug 
they used and actually were 
awarded $2.7 million. 
That tempts me Into the 
arena of human stupidity, but 
I'll save that for another time. 
For now. I'll just use this case 
to Illustrate how ft can turn 
out. 
Now, of course people will 
say. "But Brian. It didn't turn 
out like that. The kids are 
healthy and everything's fine." 
This Is partially true. I'll admit. 
It's not the average, though I'll 
point out and also these kids 
have a long way to go. 
It took years for the realiza- 
tion that the remaining three 
had mental retardation and 
cerebral palsy and although 
I'm not hoping these new kids 
have the same outcome. I'm 
merely warning that it's still 
very possible. 
Another shady aspect Is the 
racial factor in this whole case. 
Now I'm definitely not one to 
play the race card that often, 
but I think its idiotic to Ignore 
racial situations when they 
arise. Case In point, last May 
the first black sextuplets were 
born. The female who bore 
them was married, lived In 
Washington. D.C. and received 
little to no media attention. 
One of the babies was 
stillborn but the other five 
survived and are still with her. 
While the McCaughey's have 
received everything from a new 
house to a 15-seat van. from 
16 years worth of apple Juice 
and apple sauce from Mott's to 
a kitchen with 2 of every 
appliance from Maytag, from 
scholarships to a college in 
Missouri to a lifetime supply of 
Pampers and more, the 
Thompson's (family In D.C.) 
have received some summer 
clothes and about $7,700 
dollars In donations. 
The basic question to ask. 
Brian Taylor 
though. Is why 




already had a 
daughter, and 
now this poor 
kid has to deal 
with seven 
new brothers 
and sisters all 
of a sudden. 
We don't live In an age 
where big families sire re- 
quired. In fact. I'd say we live 
in an age where we need to 
realize that we can't keep 
creating such a large amount 
of children. 
Maybe It's my status as an 
only child, but I don't see the 
need for more than two chil- 
dren, seeing as how our global 
population Is expected to 
double In most of our lifetimes 
(by the year 2050). Having 
more than two children only 
Increases our global population 
and screws us over even more 
In the realm of starvation and 
hunger, crowded living space, 
poverty, etc. 
It Just seems to me that 
common sense Is becoming an 
even more rare quality in this 
world today, a world where 
having seven children, risking 
their health and the mother's 
health makes more sense than 
accepting one's genetic short- 
comings and adopting one of 
the millions of children already 
out there who need a home. 
Brian Taylor can be reached at 
taytobtlbgnet.bgsu.edu. 
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ACGFA represents students, promotes fairness 
In the last few weeks there 
has been much dialogue 
concerning the distribution of 
general fee money. The pur- 
pose of this editorial Is to 
provide the student body with 
accurate Information regarding 
the history and the current 
process of the Advisory Com- 
mittee on General Fee Alloca- 
tions (ACGFA). thereby en- 
abling eveiyone the opportu- 
nity to make an Informed 
decision. 
ACGFA was established In 
1974 with the responsibility of 
recommending allocations for 
student organizations and 
activities, for debt service/ 
facility charges and for student 
service auxiliary programs. 
In the budget process. 
ACGFA heard budget requests 
from all budget units sup- 
ported by the general fee. 
Recommended Increases in the 
general fee. if required to fund 
the allocations, were forwarded 
to the University president. 
In subsequent years, 
concerns were raised about a 
perceived imbalance In the 
membership of ACGFA -seven 
members from Undergraduate 
student senate, two from 
Graduate Student Senate and 
two from Faculty Senate. At 
the time, there were no minor- 
ity or female members on the 
committee. A task force was 
established In 1979 to review 
the entire process. Including 
membership. 
After much debate - 
probably similar to what we 
have now - certain changes 
were Implemented a year later, 
the most crucial being that the 
membership was open to more 
student organizations. 
Since that time, the process 
has undergone many changes. 
When I took over as chair- 
woman In 1995. we imple- 
mented even more changes. 
The committee received kudos 
with an editorial in The Newt 
In 1996. 
Instead of having hearings 
on four consecutive Saturdays 
-which was a major concern 
for the students on this 
committee, as well as a timeli- 
ness factor, the hearings were 
held In one week. Scheduling 
15 minute presentations for 
over 70 student organizations Is 
done on a first come first serve 
basis. Times fluctuate from 
early morning to late evening 
Monday through Thursday. At 
the end of four days of hear- 
ings, the committee meets on 
Saturday and very rigorously, 
yet fairly, discusses the merits 
of all requests. 
The USG presented Its first 
proposal to Incorporate ACGFA 
into their bylaws In 1988. It 
was not accepted then because 
It was thought that the confi- 
dence which student organiza- 
tions held In ACGFA depended 
upon It remaining an Indepen- 
dent committee. USG presented 
another proposal In 1993 
calling for ACGFA reform which 
was also denied. 
I agree with Tara Gore. USG 
president,  that the general fee 
money Is student money and 
should be handled by students. 
Of the 77 student organizations 
Guest Columnist 
that received funding for the 
1997-1998 academic year. USG 
also received Its funds through 
the current process. Currently, 
all allocations are voted upon by 
the students and reps only. My 
role as chairwoman Is to provide 
continuity, answer questions 
and maintain the Integrity of the 
process. 
Currently ACGFA is com- 
prised of a very diverse student 
group. Not Just ethnic diversity, 
but also as diversity of opinions 
and philosophies. Groups 
currently represented on the 
committee Include: Black 
Student Union. Latino Student 
Union. Womyn for Womyn. 
Resident Student Association, 
Off-Campus Commuter Center. 
University Activities Organiza- 
tion, one rotating seat between 
the governing Greek organiza- 
tions, one rotating seat between 
between two graduate student 
organizations, one representa- 
tive each from Faculty Senate 
and Administrative staff 
council, two from Graduate 
Student Senate and five from 
Undergraduate Student 
Senate. In the past two years, 
there has not been a rep from 
Faculty Student Senate and 
USG has not filled all their 
seats. 
I personally support Ihe role 
of student Involvement In the 
distribution of general fee 
allocations. If there are con- 
cerns about the process, then 
by all means, have all open 
discussion to address and 
remedy them. 
I was told that the initiative 
to look at this process came 
out of the Student Budget 
Committee - comprised mostly 
of USG students. If this 
process Is something that USG 
would like to take over. I hope 
they will ensure to all the 
students that they will main- 
tain the same level of respect, 
diversity an fairness that has 
been established. 
Tonia K. Stewart is an associate 
vice president for student affairs ami 
the current chair of ACGFA. 
Still crazy after all these years... 
Nasty messages to my e- 
mall account. 
Rude glances from people on 
campus. 
Hate mall to the liking of the 
Unabomber. Angry phone calls 
In the middle of the night. 
Death threats. 
And to think, these were 
just some of the warmer 
reactions to most of my 
opinion columns. 
Well, the throng of New* 
readers who take a collective 
deep breath before they read 
the opinion page on Tuesdays 
can all rest a little easier. The 
groups on campus who waste 
students' time and money, and 
the others who simply embar- 
rass us (you know who you 
are), can all thank their patron 
saints today. 
My time as an opinion 
columnist has come to an end. 
Yes. Camelot Is over. 
The BG News encourages readers' input to discuss topics of 
interest to the BGSU community. If you would like to have 
something printed in The BG Newt, we offer you two formats. 
• Letters to the Editor. Letters are to be less than 500 words 
(less than two typed, double-spaced pages). 
•Guest Columns. Longer pieces (between 800-900 words) can 
be submitted as Guest columns. Guest columns will be subject 
to space limitations and considered based on topic relevance 
and quality. 
Please include your address, major, academic class and 
phone number (phone numbers are strictly for verification 
and not for publication). If you are not a BGSU student 
please provide your position or affiliation with the Univer- 
sity or the community. 
Letters must be typed, not handwritten. Letters brought in 
saved on a Macintosh-compatible disk are preferred. 
Bring the letter to Room 210 West Hall, or e-mail us at 
bgnews@bgnet.bgsu.edu. Be prepared to show valid identifi- 
cation. 
Space limitations may prevent The News from printing all 
letters received. The News reserves the right to edit any and 
all letters. 
Anonymous letters will be printed if valid identification is 
given and the editorial board deems anonymity is In the proper 
interests of the writer. 
The Editorial Board acknowledges all entries submitted for 
publication. 
During my stint as an 
opinion writer. I've been called 
arrogant, proud, egotistical, 
conceited, smug, hypocritical 
and even shifty. All these 
statements are probably true 
to some degree. Well. Han Solo 
was always more popular than 
Luke Skywalker. 
However. I've also been 
called Insightful. Intriguing, 
funny, bizarre and on more 
than one occasion, opinion- 
ated. I've also been called most 
every word that can't be 
printed by this paper. I don't 
know which group of words I've 
gotten the most satisfaction 
from hearing. 
But I do know that there is 
no way my life can change as 
much In a short time, as It has 
this past semester. 
During the past 12 months. 
I've spent one semester work- 
ing as a guest columnist before 
taking the reigns as a weekly 
columnist this semester. In 
that time. I've witnessed 
several of my best friends 
graduate from the University 
and embark on to bigger and 
better things, and occasionally 
smaller and lamer things. 
I've had friends get engaged. 
I've had friends get married. 
I've applied for Jobs. I've gotten 
Jobs. I've been turned down for 
Jobs. I've seen my family grow 
and my parents age. IVe 
watched friends prosper and 
others ruin their lives. I had 
fallen In love. I had hated life 
Tom Denk 




I'd like to 





time, and may 
have even made myself more 
employable, I only hope I've 
improved myself as an Indi- 
vidual. 
Even though I've used my 
column to state how this 
University should act and how 
Its students should behave, the 
changes made were usually 
mine (But to answer one 
popular myth, every event I've 
written about has happened 
and every person does exist). 
To know that I will never 
again see but a small percent- 
age of the people I've come to 
know at the University, that Is 
a meal harder to swallow than 
anything I've ever been served 
In the cafeterias. 
I have attempted to keep 
from turning my columns into 
predictable drivel. I think I 
have succeeded. IVe never 
wanted to turn this Into an 
advice column, but today I 
declare one small piece wis- 
dom. We've heard It all before. 
Don't Just sit there. Do 
something. 
Playing Intramural sports 
will not make you look special 
In the eyes of your employer. If 
you can be involved with more 
activity each semester before 
you graduate, you will have a 
Job waiting for you. 
With that, I leave (he 
opinion page. I could write this 
column until I die. bul we've all 
seen when people try to hang 
on to something too long. The 
final years of the Cosby Show 
are a prime example. I hope to 
leave on a creative high that 
has nothing to do with the 
favorite opinion topic called 
hemp. 
To all my friends in the 
dorms, thank you for listening 
to me praise, complain and ask 
questions about my column, 
even though 1 nearly always 
ended up Ignoring you. To 
Steve. Chad. Dan and Joellen. 
thank*) for being the ones who 
have been painfully honest 
with mc when I've needed It 
most. Thanks for helping me 
become the person I am today, 
and the man I hope I can 
ultimately become. 
And to my readers. Thanks 
for taking the time to read my 
columns. I leave you with few 
verses from the Bible. 
"The time of my departure Is 
at hand/I have fought Ihe good 
flght/l have finished the race/I 
have kept the faith." 
Thank you for letting me. 
Tom Denk can he reached al 
tomdenk@bgitet.bgstt.edu. 
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CompNd Irom naff and wire lapom 
■ NICHOLS TRIAL 
Closing arguments set in second bombing trial 
DENVER - No one saw Terry Nichols amass fuel or fertilizer. 
No one saw him build a bomb. And no one saw him in Oklahoma 
City the day a bomb destroyed the federal building, killing 168 
people. 
When closing arguments begin Monday in Nichols' trial, pros- 
ecutors will have to knit together a confusing array of mostly 
circumstantial evidence to convince jurors the farmer-turned- 
gun-dealer worked side-by-side with Timothy McVeigh to carry 
out the worst act of terrorism on U.S. soil. 
"This is a much closer case than the McVeigh trial," said at- 
torney Andrew Cohen, a Denver attorney who has attended both 
bombing trials. "These jurors are going to have more to think 
about than did the McVeigh jurors." 
Defense attorneys will have to emphasize the doubts they 
raised about the government's case, from the elusive John Doe 2 
and multiple Ryder truck sightings to claims that the FBI mi- 
shandled evidence. 
■ CHELSEA CLINTON 
First daughter returns to family 
WASHINGTON - Chelsea's home for the holidays. 
Stanford University's most famous freshman arrived back at 
the White House on Saturday evening, a day after the end of her 
first quarter. 
With her parents by her side, Chelsea attended church ser- 
vices Sunday at the Foundry United Methodist Church, where 
she was a member of the youth group before she attended Stan- 
ford in Palo Alto, Calif. 
The rest of the afternoon was devoted to the family's new cho- 
colate-colored Labrador, which moved to the White House on 
Saturday after successfully completing an obedience training 
course. The three-month-old First Dog has yet to be named. 
The President and first lady Hillary Rodham Clinton had 
waited for Chelsea's arrival before really kicking into the holi- 
day season. Now that she's back, the Clintons' family tree will be 
added to the mansion's 23 other trees. 
Chelsea has managed to visit home every month since her Sep- 
tember departure. She paid her mother a surprise birthday visit 
in October, and celebrated Thanksgiving with her parents last 
month. 
■ MUSIC ROYALTY 
Report: Elton John to be knighted 
NEW YORK - One of the world's wildest dressers is taking on 
a royal mantle. 
Elton John will be knighted next month by Queen Elizabeth, 
the New York Post reported Sunday. 
"I'm thrilled. This is a great honor," the 50-year-old songwriter 
told the paper. 
John will be knighted under his real name, Reginald Kenneth 
Dwight, and joins other British pop and music stars like Paul 
McCartney and Andrew Uoyd Webber in getting the title "Sir." 
The queen is honoring John for his charity f undraising. 
Good Luck on Finals! 
$1.99 Breakfast Special 
2 eggs, sausage or bacon, toast 
or pancakes, & hashbrowns or 
coffee. 
60C coffee at all times 
(419)352-0123 
1021 S. Main St. 
Bowling Green. OH 43402 
BG Newt Phot* by Amy Mritkc 
Gymnast Kelly Verhoff (left) is attended to by student trainer Nicole Zumpano. 
Trainers help athletes to 
run faster, jump higher 
Q Students in the athlet- 
ic training program get 
hands-on experience. 
By TOD McCLOSKEY 
The BG News  
They are always been there 
behind the scenes, waiting and 
watching with no one noticing 
them. But when there is a major 
injury, or a knee or a finger 
bends the wrong way, It's the ath- 
letic trainers who are expected 
keep the athletes moving along. 
Trainers allow athletes to con- 
tinue their dream of playing a 
sport. 
Bowling Green's athletic train- 
ing  curriculum  director  Chris 
Schommer, who also is in charge 
of athletic training at Springfield 
High School in Toledo, said 
"People don't understand what 
an athletic trainer does. We are 
there an hour before and an hour 
after. You don't hear about 
trainers unless somebody is in- 
jured." 
Athletic training may be a 
small major here at the Universi- 
ty, consisting of only 27 students, 
but it's what they do that alle- 
viates problems and brings hope 
back to athletes. 
Located in the School of 
Health, Physical Education and 
Recreation, these trainers go 
through a tough curriculum that 
is geared toward "hands-on" ex- 
perience. Each trainer is re- 
quired to obtain a minimum of 
1,500 hours of supervised clinical 
hours of actual work. 
"When you think about 1.SO0 
hours, it scares you," Schommer 
said. "But when you break it 
down, it comes out to about 13 
hours a week and most of the 
trainers end up exceeding that." 
The program is designed to ex- 
pose students to different injur- 
ies. In order to prepare students 
for work outside of school, the 
1,500 hours of service allows the 
trainers to get a lot of practical 
experience while still In school. 
Trainers must prepare for the 
National Athletic Trainers' Asso- 
ciation certification exam. 
"You can read about an ankle 
sprain, but when you actually see 
It, it becomes hands-on experi- 
ence,"   Schommer    said.    "We 
• See TRAINERS, page seven. 
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Office decorates in holiday 
style for winter open house 
LEADERS 
Q The Financial Aid Of- 
fice hosts an open house 
to show off its holiday 
decorations and collect 
donations for the Ronald 
Mc Donald House. 
By STACY FOWLER 
The BG News 
Are you tired of studying for 
those tedious exams? Why not 
take a leisurely stroll through the 
magical world of Winter Wonder- 
land? 
The Financial Aid Office will 
be hosting an open house on Dec. 
IS at 1 JO p.m. until 4:30 p.m. to 
display their spirit of Winter 
Wonderland. Hot chocolate and 
cookies will be served through-- 
out the entire open house. 
Student employees have been 
busily decorating for the past 
few weeks in prepartion for the 
upcoming holiday. 
This celebration has sparked 
Interest within the Financial Aid 
Office and a contest has resulted 
from all of the fun. 
"It is a friendly competition 
that came at the right time which 
helps us work toward the goal of 
building the community,' said 
Linda Palmer, a clerical special- 
ist 
In the beginning, only one of 
the three units in the Financial 
Aid Office decorated for the 
holiday. But, the excitement 
grew and now all three units are 
involved in the contest. 
"The contest is a good morale 
builder around the office. It 
started out as a few snowflakes 
and snowballed into a blizzard," 
said Carol Ash, a student service 
counselor. All of the decorations 
were donated by the financial aid 
staff. 
Three employees from the 
Business Office will be judging 
the artistic decorations at 1 p.m. 
and a winner will be chosen be- 
fore the open house. 
One financial aid employee, 
Junior Tina Dicke, felt that the 
competition brought all the em- 
ployees together for the holidays. 
"I felt it was good for the 
teams to intermingle with the 
other student employees," said 
Dicke. 
If decorating the entire office 
was not enough, instead of buy- 
ing gifts for one another, em- 
ployees   decided   to   put   their 
"It started out as a 
few snowflakes and 
snowballed into a 
blizzard." 
Carol Ash 
student service counselor 
money to good use and donate 
goods to the Ronald McDonald 
House. 
The Financial Aid Office will 
be collecting paper products, 
trial-size personal items, choco- 
late chips, cleaning supplies and 
brownie mix during the open 
house if students and faculty 
wish to contribute to the cause. 
Director of Financial Aid Con- 
rad McRoberts encourages 
everyone from campus to expe- 
rience the beautiful decorations 
displayed at the office. 
"It was very enjoyable to par- 
ticipate and I invite everyone to 
come over to the open house and 
experience the fun,' said 
McRoberts.    . 
The Financial Aid Office is lo- 
cated in the Administration 
Building. For more Information, 
please call 372-2651 and ask for 
Peg, Dee Dee or Linda. 
Continued from page two. 
leadership students. 
Internships, community ser- 
vice opportunities and other 
classroom activities make up an 
out-of-classroom component to 
bring students together with 
leaders from around the Univer- 
sity community. 
Conferences and seminars will 
be incorporated into the curricu- 
lum to round out the basis for the 
academy. 
"Two months ago this was just 
an idea," said Kerm Stroh, board 
member. "It is fast becoming a 
PROJECTS  
Continued from page two. 
were necessary and will benefit 
the University. 
"They're important projects," 
Newell said. "Everyone did a 
good job prioritizing." 
Waddle said another improve- 
ment project will occur at the 
Student Recreation Center. He 
said construction will be done on 
the dance room and additional 
reality - we want to see Bowling 
Green graduates become 
leaders." 
Hoping to assist students in at- 
taining that goal, Stroh an- 
nounced that the board has de- 
cided to grant a Board of 
Trustees Leadership schol- 
arship. 
A $100,000 endowment was 
started and a scholarship will be 
awarded to up to five students 
annually. 
"We think this will aid the 
effort to make student leaders," 
Stroh said. 
weights will  be added  to  the 
weight room. 
The Rec will also buy new 
exercise equipment. Waddle 
said. The cost is about $50,000 for 
all improvements at the Rec. 
Additional improvement 
projects will occur in the dining 
halls, at the Student Health 
Center and within the Student 
Services Building. 
TRAINERS  
Continued from page six. 
focus on teaching the students 
'on the job,' giving them experi- 
ence, as well as knowledge about 
training." Each student trainer is 
observed by an certified athletic 
trainer (ATC), whose responibili- 
ties include prevention, assess- 
ment, evaluation, treatment and 
rehabiliation, as well as acting as 
a teacher and counsellor. 
"We have 27 students and three 
certified trainers in the program 
right now," Schommer said. "It is 
recommended that we have an 
8-to-l student-to-faculty ratio." 
Having only three ATCs on 
staff gives most of the treatment 
work to the student trainers, who 
continually help athletes rehabi- 
litate 
"Once the athlete gets com- 
fortable with the trainer, every- 
thing seems to move more 
quickly," senior athletic training 
major Sean Hoppe said. 
"All the work done by the stu- 
dent trainers is reported and 
checked over by a certified 
trainer," he said. 
When working with a specific 
sport, student trainers will con- 
tinually work with the same ath- 
letes all semester. This allows 
the student trainer to become 
more familiar with the athlete 
and develop a trainer-to-athlete 
bond. 
Last summer BGSU cross 
country runner Dan Flaute suf- 
fered a stress fracture in his left 
leg. Flaute's fracture healed in- 
correctly, which sidelined him 
for the entire fall season. During 
Otis time period, Flaute had to 
regularly see a student trainer, 
Rachael Bretz, to help him with 
his rehab. 
"I had an easier time dealing 
with student trainers than with 
the certified ones," Flaute said. 
"The (student) trainers go out of 
their way to help you. I thought 
they seemed to always know de- 
tails about injuries." With only 27 
students In the major, the 
trainers have developed a close 
community within their major. 
"The group of athletic trainers 
Is like a little sorority or frater- 
nity," Hoppe said. "It's not like 
we are competing against each 
other, it's a learning environment 
- we help each other out." 
Student trainers are expected 
to work on different sports in or- 
der to develop the training skills 
to treat different injuries. Each 
varsity sport, in its own right, has 
specific injuries that differ from 
other sports. 
"The trainers switch sports 
every semester in order to work 
on different injuries," Schommer 
said "Trainers are scheduled to 
get exposure with male and fe- 
male athletes, as well as contact, 
collision and individual sports." 
"Injuries vary greatly between 
sports," Hoppe said. "Sports 
such as swimming contain more 
chronic injuries, while contact 
sports like football will result in 
dislocated fingers and shoulder 
Injuries." All of the clinical hours 
pay off for the athletic trainers. 
Upon completing the NATA 
exam, trainers have several op- 
tions. High schools are hiring 
their own trainers to rehab ath- 
letes. Corporations, which have 
developed on-site workout 
centers, are finding out that hir- 
ing trainers reduces employee 
injuries, which keeps production 
high. 
"When I graduate I'm hoping to 
go to graduate school or find a 
Job," Hoppe said. "There are a lot 
of job openings with a lot of high 
schools hiring trainers lately." 
Many sports have such a gruel- 
ing schedule of games, a great 
deal of stress and punishment is 
place on the body. It Is up to the 
trainers to prepare and fix the 
athlete's bodies in order to con- 
tinue their playing. 
There's a joke that goes around 
the sport medicine department. 
"What does NHL stand for? No 
Home Life." 
Athletic training is a demand- 
ing profession, that comes with a 
lot of Intrinsic rewards. The 
hours are plenty, but these stu- 
dent trainers are developing to 
become the healers of the sports 
world. 
"This major is a lot of fun and 
very time-consuming," Hoppe 
said "The athletes show a lot of 
gratification toward you." 
"You really have to enjoy what 
you are doing," Schommer said 
"Athletic training is not a nine to 
five job." 
ETHERNET  
Continued from page two. 
near $1.3 million. The funds to 
pay for the project come out of 
the residence hall technology 
fee. 
"It's a very comprehensive 
plan," Lancaster said. "The net- 
work connections that students 
have will allow us to progressive- 
ly increase performance as we 
implement the campus network 
In general." 
Student rooms will have a 10 
megabit Ethernet connection - 
better than any other port on 
campus. 
Students can gain access to the 
Ethernet capabilities by purchas- 
ing an Ethernet card if their 
computer is not already compa- 
tible. The card costs about $100. 
There is no charge for Ethernet 
use. 
Lancaster explained that the 
network should be a "very man- 
ageable" one IBM Corp. is in- 
stalling It. 
She said she hopes students 
will take advantage of the con- 
nection, "but it's hard to know if 
they will." 
PRISON 
Continued from page two. 
According to Chapin, the 
prison is owned by the Historical 
Restoration Society and is open 
to the public at $5 a person in 
hopes to raise enough money to 
make it a historical monument. If 
this happens, it would be restored 
to Its original glory. So far, it has 
welcomed over 20,000 visitors. 
But this historic experience 
wasn't the only reason for the 
trip, according to Chapin. He said 
they were there to build up ex- 
citement for their major by 
learning real-world applications 
of construction technology and 
gave them an academic overview 
of the construction process. 
"The knowledge and experi- 
ence gained on this trip was 
every bit as worthwhile as what 
Is learned in class," said Craig 
Nieset, president of the Student 
Construction Management Asso- 
ciation. 
This is not the first of such 
trips nor the last, Chapin said. In 
October, the group went to the 
construction   site   of   the   new 
Clevelend Football Stadium and 
plan to visit the construction site 
of the new St Johns Basketball 
Arena in Columbus this Februar- 
ys 
These trips are made possible 
by an organization central to the 
University's College of Technol- 
ogy the Construction Manage- 
ment Advancement Program. 
CM\P is currently 17 sponsors 
strong. Each sponsor puts up 
$250 a year toward the program 
and so far the program has $4,200 
to spend toward the enhance- 
ment of the education of students 
who are pursuing bachelor de- 
grees in construction manage- 
ment. This ensures that more ed- 
ucational trips on construction 
will continue to thrive. 
Chapin likes to call this ap- 
proach to learning as "putting 
students first" and what 
Ribeau calls "building communi- 
ty between students and facul- 
ty." 
Something fitting for construc- 
tion majors. 
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Professor links 
learning goals 
□ Edmund Danziger 
feels that the teacher's 
primary goal is to inspire 
students to learn. 
ByTATYANADUMOVA 
For The BG News  
For Edmund Danziger, teach- 
ing and learning are tied 
together. Both are essential 
scholarly acts equally contribu- 
ting to the creation of knowledge. 
Danziger, a professor of histo- 
ry, identifies three key elements 
in his teaching philosophy: 
teacher, students and scholarly 
material 
First, he proclaims the teacher 
must be a very serious student of 
his field. Second, students are 
basically what teaching Is all 
about. 
Thirdly, history is always a 
challenge because it attempts to 
explain why and how our life 
changes over time. 
"Association with students is 
what I treasure most," Danziger 
said. 
Although Danziger's teaching 
model is teacher-centered, it is 
not teacher-oriented. Danziger 
believes that the teacher's pri- 
mary goal is to Inspire students 
to learn. 
The teacher is the one who 
lights the flame and passes it to 
students. Therefore, the teacher 
is an intermediary between stu- 
dents and knowledge. This does 
not imply, however, that the 
teacher's role is always the same 
in all circumstances. 
"The most exciting thing is 
that I have changed as a teach- 
er," Danziger notes. 
Importantly, his philosophy is 
not static, it evolves with his own 
growth as a historian and teach- 
er, and so does his teaching style. 
Danziger regards the teaching 
process as guiding students in 
their effort to acquire know- 
ledge. Consequently, he views his 
students from two different but 
related perspectives 
At the group level, he con- 
siders his students as a group 
moving through the course 
toward a particular goal. His In- 
dians in American History (HIST 
319) course syllabus outlines the 
topics and issues addressed in 
the course. 
It suggests a day-by-day se- 
quence of reading assignments 
as well as basic information on 
class regulations. 
"It's a case study," Danziger 
said. "It provides students with a 
better understanding of the 
United States of America and 
ourselves by how our nation 
treats minority groups." 
More specifically. The Indian 
in American History is designed 
to help students think of how U.S. 
and Indian relationships have 
changed over lime and what it 
means today. 
At the individual level, Dan- 
ziger views his class as consist- 
ing of personalities. Among his 
45 students, there are sopho- 
mores, juniors and seniors com- 
ing from different backgrounds 
and having different life experi- 
ences 
F.ach learns differently -- and 
Danziger tries to reflect that. 
"I try to listen," Danziger 
states. 
The goal is to hear many inter- 
pretations. He shows a videotape 
with fascinating stories told by 
the American Indians to let the 
students hear the Indians' per- 
spective. 
He also takes the class on a 
field trip to Walpole Island in 
southwest Ohio which not only 
adds to historical understanding 
of the Indian culture, but creates 
a sense of sharing common expe- 
rience and bonds of friendship. 
"The class is different when it 
meets next time," Danziger said. 
While teaching Native Ameri 
can history, Danziger always 
seeks to create a larger picture. 
Teaching themes - not facts - is 
the objective. 
"I start seeing themes and try 
linking them for students," Dan- 
ziger says. 
PARENT INVOLVEMENT SPECIALIST 
The Texas Council Inc is currently seeking a Parent InvcJvomont Specialist at its 
Regional Ottice in MILLBURY. OHIO 
Responsibk* tor the development and implementation ol tho Parent Involvement 
components throughout the region Provide training and technical assistance in 
the area ol Parent Involvement to mo regional staff Responsible lor the 
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travel 
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ReSUITI6 Deadline: Friday December 19. 1997 or open until lillod 
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Texas Migrant Council, Inc. 
Attn: Human Resources, Suite 201 
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Central Mississippi hit hard 
by record-level snow storm 
The Associated Press 
JACKSON, Miss. - Snowmen 
and frolicking children were out 
In full force Sunday across cen- 
tral and south Mississippi, as up 
to 10 inches of heavy, wet snow 
blanketed parts of the state. 
By early afternoon the storm 
had become Mississippi's eighth 
largest snowfall on record, and 
the biggest since 1982, according 
to the National Weather Service. 
Scattered    power   outages, 
downed trees and traffic acci- 
dents were blamed on Sunday's 
snowfall, which brought Missis- 
sippi's capital city to a near- 
standstill until a late-afternoon 
thaw set In. 
"People are enjoying it," said 
Madison police dispatcher Den- 
ise Bell, who reported 9 inches of 
snow in the Jackson suburb. 
"Nobody wants to see it leave." 
The weather service also is- 
sued a heavy snow warning for 
west-central Alabama, and east- 
central Louisiana, both of which 
got up to 4 inches Sunday. 
Forecasters predicted the 
storm would taper off by Sunday 
evening, to be replaced in many 
areas by an overnight freeze. 
Sunday's storm was the 
heaviest snowfall since Jan. 13, 
1982, when 5.5 inches of snow- 
fell, the weather service said. 
It was also the largest Decent 
ber snowfall since Dec. 22, 1929, 
when 7.5 inches blanketed parts 
of Mississippi 
Clinton cabinet rejects 
global warming treaty 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON - The global 
warming treaty "should not be 
legally binding" on the United 
States until developing nations 
make meaningful efforts to cut 
emissions of greenhouse gases 
that warm the planet's atmos- 
phere, Energy Secretary Freder- 
ico Pena said Sunday. 
The Clinton " administration 
agrees with a resolution adopted 
95-0 by the Senate this year that 
it won't accept a treaty that does 
not bind China, India and other 
developing nations to reduce 
greenhouse t;B ,iid dur- 
ing   an   appearance   on   ABC's 
This Week." 
"We have some work to do be- 
fore we submit it to the Senate," 
the energy secretary said. 
The treaty negotiated last 
week at an international envi- 
ronmental conference in Kyoto, 
Japan, is "not finished yet," Pena. 
said. "And that's the point. We 
have to get developing countries 
meaningfully  involved.  That   is 
the last step we want to get be- 
fore we send this to the Senate " 
"This should not be legally 
binding on the United States until 
we have developing countries 
meaningfully involved," Pena 
said. 
The treaty's requirement that 
greenhouse gases such as like 
carbon dioxide be reduced 6 per 
cent to 8 percent below 199(1 
levels applies only to in- 
dustrialized countries including 
the United States, Japan and 
members of the European Union 
Experiment finds 
may control fits o 
Prozac 
The Associated Press 
CHICAGO - People who ex- 
plode in fits of rage may fre- 
quently do so because of low 
levels of a natural brain chemical 
called serotonin, and the antide- 
pressant Prozac often reduces 
their aggressiveness, research- 
ers report. 
Forty people who considered 
their explosive tempers a prob- 
lem enrolled in the study. 
"One of the people that we 
studied had road rage," said Dr. 
Kmil F. Coccaro, lead researcher 
and a psychiatry professor at Al- 
legheny University of the Health 
Sciences in Philadelphia 
"He went nuts in traffic, heard 
our ad on the radio, and called us 
up. He came into the study and 
was helped by the drug. He was 
one of the success stories," Coc- 
caro said Friday. 
In a week, each subject typical- 
ly had fits of temper equivalent 
to 15 verbal outbursts directed at 
others, eight physical outbursts 
directed at objects or two physi- 
cal assaults against others, the 
researchers said. 
Twenty-seven participants 
were given Prozac and 13 got a 
placebo. Neither group knew 
what they were getting. 
Prozac significantly reduced 
aggression for some subjects, al 
though not everyone was helped 
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Stores prepare for 
last-minute rush 
The Associated Press 
NEW YORK - Shoppers piled 
into the nation's stores and malls 
over the weekend, finally making 
their holiday purchases after 
spending weeks just browsing. 
While relishing the crowds, re- 
tailers still are counting on a big 
burst of buying in the next week 
to make this a respectable holi- 
day season. 
"We've learned that the last 
weeks are very important - the 
most important - of the season," 
said Gail Dorn, spokeswoman for 
Dayton Hudson Corp. "The 
closer we get to Christmas, the 
busier it should be." 
Christmas arrived at retailers 
months ago, with trees and lights 
lining store corridors. But the 
holiday spirit is just hitting many 
Americans. 
John Cap spent two hours pok- 
ing around the Westroads Mall In 
Omaha, Neb., making a dent In 
his 10-person gift list. 
"I thought I had a lot of time, 
but there really isn't," said Cap, 
with three shopping bags in hand. 
Many merchants reported 
Sunday that sales picked up over 
the weekend, with jewelry, home 
furnishing and toys among the 
top sellers. 
In Dallas, Craig Karp made 
significant headway on his holi- 
day purchases at the Galleria 
mall, buying sweaters and shirts 
for family members and bath ac- 
cessories for his mom. 
Extra discounts drew some 
consumers to stores like Sears, 
Roebuck & Co., which offered 10 
percent off everything early Sat- 
urday. J.C. Penney was busy dur- 
ing its Friday night sale, while 
SO-percent discounts boosted 
traffic at l/>rd & Taylor. 
If you are 
what you eat, 
why not cut 
back on fat? 
The BG News 





"Consumers are more loyal to 
value and sales promotions than 
any particular store," said Ken 
Volk, marketing director for mall 
developer Simon DeBartolo 
Group. 
Other shoppers flocked to 
stores once they realized that 
there's only one more weekend 
left before Christmas. Also, 
Hanukkah begins the eve of Dec. 
23, much later than a year ago. 
Despite strengthening sales 
this weekend, analysts warned 
that sales must rise significantly 
In the next week to salvage the 
season. 
Any sign of a weakness may 
force stores to slash prices to 
clear Inventory, which would 
likely erode their profits during 
the most critical part of the re- 
tailing year. 
"They need that final big 
push," said John Konarski, vice 
president of research at the In- 
ternational Council of Shopping 
Centers. "They saw some good 
sales this weekend, but the surge 
needs to really come next week." 
Last year, the four biggest 
shopping days came in the 11 
days before Christmas, accord- 
ing to the International Council 
of Shopping Centers, a New 
York-based trade group. 
Many merchants are now 
counting on shoppers like Percy 
Thombor of New Orleans, who 
hasn't bought a gift yet, and 
Christina Shenouda-Porrino, who 
plans on doing the bulk of her 
holiday shopping on Dec. 24. 
With little time left, they may 
spend more freely. 
"I don't look for discounts. I 
don't have time," said Shenouda- 
Porrino of Summit, N.J. "I see it. 
I buy it." 
American Heart 
Association.' 
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Signing Santa 
Children from the Ohio School for the Deaf demonstrate how they ask Santa for their Christmas 
wishes at the Columbus City Center Mall Friday. Children also performed Christmas carols using sign 
language. 
Winthrop Terrace Apts. 
Apartments Available 
Spring 98, Fall 98, Summer 98, 
• Heat included with rent • All New Appliances 
• Campus Shuttle • 1 & 2 BR. FurnTUnfurn. 
• 1 & 2 Full Baths • 3 Great Locations 
•ar   352-91T 
Attention Seniors! 
Graduating in May 1998, 
from the 
College of Arts and Sciences? 
If so, your graduation ceremony will be Saturday, 
May 9, at 9:30 a.m. in Anderson Arena. 
6 guest tickets for Anderson Arena per graduate 
Unlimited seating & closed circuit TV in Olscamp Hall. 
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'Deadbeat' parents targeted in roundup 
The Associated Press  
COLUMBUS - Deputy Sheriff 
John Smith will go to extremes to 
catch parents who do not pay 
their child support, even dress- 
ing as a pizza delivery man and a 
maintenance worker. 
Smith and his partner J.R. 
Wamsley arrest about 80 percent 
of the so-called "deadbeat" par- 
ents they go after. 
"If you know the person is in 
there, you go with what you have 
at hand," Wamsley said. 
When the two pose as pizza de- 
livery drivers, they wear shirts 
donated by a chain and carry pie 
boxes, pretending the person 
they're seeking ordered a pizza. 
They have also pretended to be 
water department workers, go- 
ing so far as to commandeer a 
water department vehicle. 
"It's not like on TV; we don't 
kick in the doors," Smith said. 
He and Wamsley go out almost 
every day to serve warrants. Last 
Requirements may 
ease for substitutes 
The Associated Press 
COLUMBUS - The state school 
board wants to relax a require- 
ment for some substitute teach- 
ers to help ease a shortage of fill- 
in Instructors. 
Substitutes now must have a 
bachelor's degree - in any field - 
and additional course work in the 
subjects to be taught in a particu- 
lar assignment. 
The State Board of Education 
will ask permission to drop the 
requirement for additional 
course work for substitutes who 
fill in five or fewer days in any 
single assignment, Paul Mar- 
shall, legislative liaison for the 
Ohio Department of Education, 
said Friday. 
The goal Is to attract more 
people to substitute teaching. 
School officials have blamed a 
continuing shortage on low pay, 
low unemployment and the fact 
some colleges are accepting 
fewer education students. Substi- 
tutes - paid about $70 a day, al- 
though the wage varies among 
districts - also complain that the 
work does not lead to full-time 
Jobs. 
"I'm now hearing from parts of 
the state where it wasn't a prob- 
lem before," Dick Maxwell, de- 
puty executive director of the 
Buckeye Association of School 
Administrators, told The Colum- 
bus Dispatch. 
However, legislative rules say 
any change in school policy may 
not take effect until one year 
after it is enacted. 
The department will ask the 
Legislature to approve the joint 
resolution needed to override 
that requirement, Marshall said 
Friday. 
The shortage of substitutes is 
severe in some districts, school 
officials say. 
Stan Miller, personnel director 
for the Mid Ohio Service Center, 
said he has about 200 substitutes 
to send to the 13 local school dis- 
tricts in Crawford, Morrow and 
Rich]and counties. 
"I talk with school officials 
from other school districts 
throughout the state, and they 
are telling me that they are ex- 
periencing problems, too," Miller 
said. 
School district officials In 
Franklin County say demand for 
substitutes is up, because more 
full-time teachers are taking ad- 
ditional courses. Substitutes are 
needed to fill In for teachers at- 
tending classes of their own. 
Some districts are advertising. 
Principals in the suburb of Hil- 
liard put notices in school news- 
letters. 
Marshall does not expect much 
opposition from lawmakers. "I 
think it's pretty widely recog- 
nized that there is a problem," he 
said. 
week, they were part of a state- 
wide warrant roundup of dead- 
beat parents in 38 counties. 
Authorities arrested more than 
180 accused deadbeat parents 
who owe $1.8 million in Ohio's 
first coordinated enforcement of 
child support orders, the state 
said. More than 700 parents were 
targeted in Operation Roundup. 
Counties have conducted simi- 
lar child support operations on 
their own for years. 
About   two-thirds  of  the   38 
"It's not like on TV; 




counties   that   participated   re- 
ported arrests, Allen said. 
Smith and Wamsley were re- 
sponsible for three of the arrests. 
One man gave common ex- 
cuses for not paying his ex-wife 
child support: She won't let him 
see his children, and he has no 
money and no job. 
Those who owe money don't 
have to pay the full amount in a 
lump sum, but can work with 
prosecutors to begin a payment 
plan, Wamsley said. 
In Ohio, 1.4 million children 
are owed $2.5 billion In support. 
Experimental heart surgery 
performed at Toledo hospital 
The Associated Press 
TOLEDO - Two northwest Ohio residents are 
hoping experimental laser surgery that poked 
holes in their hearts will enable them to live 
longer. 
The surgery, known as transmyocardial laser 
revascularization, was performed last month at 
Toledo Hospital on Robert Fisher, 52, of Toledo, 
and Joanne Kramp. 62, of Weston. 
Both are out of the hospital and say they feel 
better. Dr. Michael Moront, who performed the 
surgery, told The Blade for a story Sunday that 
they have an excellent chance to live at least 
three more years. 
The procedure first was performed eight 
years ago and, unlike other heart surgery, 
doesn't use blood vessels to divert blood flow. 
Instead, a surgeon uses a laser to punch holes 
in the heart's left ventricle, creating channels 
through which blood can flow within the heart. 
Moront said he had several other candidates 
under consideration for the operations, which he 
performed as part of a national clinical trial. 
Patients taking part in the trial must have end- 
stage coronary artery disease, a condition that 
afflicts about 150,000 Americans. These people 
have blocked coronary arteries beyond the help 
of other heart surgeries, such as bypass sur- 
gery. 
In such patients, "the heart muscle cannot 
receive blood through the natural course be- 
cause the artery is diseased, clogged and calci- 
fied," Moront said. "This is an alternative form 
of blood supply. Without an artery, this is the 
next best thing." 
Toledo Hospital and the Cleveland Clinic are 
the only Ohio sites among the 28 hospitals na- 
tionwide participating in the test, the newspaper 
Mid.  
Moront said the operation takes 60 to 90 
minutes. In that time, patients receive between 
20 and 40 laser channels. After the operation, 
medics close the patient's chest. 
Within a day, the patient no longer needs a 
breathing tube. Within a week, the holes in the 
outside of the heart have healed and the patient 
can go home. 
While the outside heals, the holes in the heart 
do not. Moront said that although the idea of 
punching holes in the heart sounds risky, it has 
not created problems for people undergoing the 
surgery. 
Fisher and Mrs. Kramp said they were 
pleased with the results of the surgery. 
"Overall, I feel marvelous," Fisher said. "I'm 
not having chest pain like I had before. ... And 
since I've had the surgery, I haven't had to take 
one nitroglycerine pill. I was taking several a 
day. I do fatigue easily right now, but I'm back 
on my exercise program, back on the treadmill." 
"My strength is coming back," Mrs. Kramp 
said. "My prognosis is good as far as Dr. Moront 
sees it now." She said she looks forward to keep- 
ing house and gardening again. 
Dr. Allan Lansing, director of the Advanced 
Cardiovascular Institute at the Audubon Re- 
gional Medical Center in Louisville, Ky., taught 
Moront the procedure and assisted in the two 
Toledo operations. 
He said it's hard to tell how long Fisher and 
Mrs. Kramp can expect to live because the sur- 
gery is a new procedure. 
"We do not know if it increases the length of 
life," Lansing said. "We haven't been doing it 
long enough to be able to say." 
However, he said the first person to undergo 
the surgery remains alive eight years after it 
was performed. 
Let your future be with 
RJZ. Management. 
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West Virginia downs 
Falcon women, 84-72 
□ A 21-2 second-half 
WVU run spells defeat 
for BG. 
By JASON McMAHON 
The BG News  
MORGANTOWN, W.Va. -- 
West Virginia had a mascot 
roaming the sidelines Saturday, 
firing off rounds from a musket. 
He set off a blast during pregame 
introductions and one each at the 
halftime and final buzzer. 
He was firing blanks. The 
Mountaineers, however, were 
not. 
West Virginia rifled off a 21-2 
second-half run, scoring on nine 
straight possessions while 
hounding BG into six turnovers 
in eight trips down the court as 
the Mountaineers claimed an 
84-72 non-conference victory. 
The explosion came after the 
Falcons had clawed to within one 
point with a 13-4 spurt. 
WVU guard Christie Lambert 
lit the fire with a wide-open 
3-pointer from the left wing, one 
of three treys on the game for the 
junior. 
"I just wanted to come out to- 
night and keep shooting and try 
and make my shots," said Lam- 
bert, who finished with 11 points. 
"I'm glad it went in. It helped us 
come back, so I'm happy with it." 
From there, the Falcons just 
fell apart, turning the ball over 
on their next three possessions. 
West Virginia chalked up six 
more points before BG could 
even launch a shot, and the 
Mountaineers converted three 
more Falcon blunders into eight 
points before it was all over. 
"When someone cuts it to that 
one-point deficit and you have a 
3-point shooter that puts a three 
in, it kind of deflates you," WVU 
coach Alexis Basil said. 
Any hopes of a comeback dis- 
sipated when BG guard Sara 
Puthoff picked up her fifth per- 
sonal foul with 6:28 to go. The 
Falcons never cut the lead below 
11. 
"I thought West Virginia came 
out and played very well," said 
BG coach Jaci Clark said. "Un- 
fortunately, we were very flat.... 
They put a real good game 
together and unfortunately we 
couldn't do the same." 
Puthoff, who entered the game 
averaging 18.3 points per game, 
was a non-factor (see related sto- 
ry), as she scored 12 points but 
only took 10 shots in 17 minutes 
of action. 
WVU's star guard, Talisha 
Hargis, led all scorers with 31 
points. Many of her baskets came 
on slashing drives through the 
lane, as she ran roughshod over 
• See HOOPS, page 16. 
Mountaineers snuff out Puthoff 
□ West Virginia was 
ready for BG's star 
senior guard. 
By DAN SPEHLER 
The BC News  
MORGANTOWN, W.Va. - Fa- 
miliarity with the opponent is 
something all college teams and 
coaches must develop to be vic- 
torious. 
After Bowling Green's '84-72 
loss to West Virginia (3-3) Satur- 
day, it was evident that the 
Mountaineers had spent some 
quality time in front of the tele- 
vision studying the Falcons' rifle- 
ready shooting guard Sara Puth- 
off. 
"We just told them every time 
(Puthoff) had the ball, or was 




Basil said. "We 
had to know 
where she was 
at all times, and 
we concen- 
trated on that." 
Puthoff was 
plagued by foul 
trouble 
throughout the contest, and saw 
Just 17 minutes of playing time. 
When Puthoff was in the game. 
Puthoff 
she had trouble getting open and 
finding the basket. 
"We changed defenses a lot on 
them," Basil said. "We went from 
a (man-to-man) to a 2-3 zone, but 
we trapped on the zone, and we 
did a couple presses as well, so 
we threw a lot of things at them." 
"We had scouting reports all 
week, and we spent a lot of time 
on our defense," Mountaineer 
guard Christie Lambert added. 
"We had to focus on (Puthoff and 
forward Charlotta Jones), and 
that's just what we came out to 
do- 
But as the West Virginia de- 
fense was able to contain the Fal- 
cons' star player, the BG defense 
was not able to do the same with 
West Virginia's leading scorer, 
Talisha Hargis. The senior for- 
ward scored a whopping 31 
points, going 10-of-15 from the 
field and ll-of-14 from the line 
"(Hargis) creates a lot on her 
own. We just needed to play our 
principles, which we didn't," BG 
coach Jaci Clark said. "We were 
late in positioning when she 
caught the ball, and we were late 
in a lot of things this afternoon." 
"That's her game," Basil said. 
"Her game is taking it to the 
hole, and there aren't a lot of 
people who can penetrate her. 
She's very deceptive, and a lot 
quicker than people think she is." 
Puthoff and the Falcons (5-2) 
were unsuccesful guarding the 
5-8 senior on a number of occa- 
sions. After hitting a big 3-poin- 
ter to give the Falcons an early 
10-9 lead, Hargis attempted a 
3-pointer of her own. She was 
hacked by Puthoff, one of two 
fouls Puthoff committed on the 
first-team All Big East forward. 
The only way to stop Hargis, BG 
discovered, was to foul. 
"She draws the foul better than 
anyone else in the country, and 
that's what we wanted today," 
Basil said. 
So while Puthoff had fouled out 
with over six minutes to go, Har- 
gis remained steadfast, scoring 
six more points in that stretch. 
"(Puthofrs) last foul was prob- 
ably very questionable, very 
cheap," Clark said. "That was 
when we were trying to make a 
run at that time, and we needed 
to have Sara out there, especially 
when we're all struggling." 
"(The officials) are emphasiz- 
ing a lot more of the touch foul 
this year, so it varies from game 
to game," Basil added. "If it is a 
factor, we can't worry about it." 
Hargis and the Mountaineers 
spent more time worrying about 
how to shut down Puthoff, and in 
the end, they did just that. Bas- 
ketball games are won at the 
free-throw stripe, and this was 
definitely a foul game for Puth- 
off and the Falcons. 
Sports Briefs 
Vallow earns All-America status 
Bowling Green's junior soccer goalkeeper Scott Vallow was 
named to the third team All-America team, announced by the 
National Soccer Coaches of America Association Sunday. 
Vallow posted a 17-6 record with 12 shutouts this season, tying 
the record for shutouts in a season and eclipsing the record for 
career shutouts. He now has 32. 
Vallow has been among the country's leaders in goals-against 
average each of his three seasons. As a freshman, he was second 
in the nation with a 0.52 mark. 
He will return to the Falcons for his senior year next season. 
AuacUlcd Prcti ph«to 
McKinley Tennyson attempts a bicycle kick in UCLA's 2-0 victory 
over Virginia Sunday. 
UCLA wins national title 
RICHMOND, Va. - Seth George scored in the 80th and 82nd 
minutes and goalkeeper Matt Reis again stopped everything sent 
at him, lifting UCLA over Virginia 2-0 Sunday for the NCAA soc- 
cer championship. 
Reis made nine saves for the Bruins (22-2-0), including a div- 
ing stop on Chris Albright in the 35th minute and another about 
five minutes later when he met a streaking Brian West about 
seven yards out and deflected his shot. 
In Friday's semifinals, Reis stopped a career-high 11 shots in 
UCLA's 1-0 victory in triple overtime over Indiana. He finished 
the Final Four with 20 saves after needing to make just 66 in 18 
regular-season games. 
For Reis, the entire weekend brought a measure of vindication 
for his difficul* experience in the 1994 Final Four. Then, as a 
redshirt freshman, he allowed four goals as the Bruins lost 4-1 to 
the Hoosiers. 
On Sunday, the Bruins checked Cavaliers star Ben Olsen, re- 
peatedly knocking him to the ground in a physical game. Olsen 
got off four shots, but spent a lot of time asking the referee for 
help. 
The championship is the third is six tries for UCLA, which also 
won in 1985 and 1990. It was the first loss in six title matches for 
Virginia. 
The Bruins got on the board when Martin Bruno led a three-on- 
one break, slid the ball to Josh Keller and Keller fed George, 
whose blast into the lower right corner of the net easily beat Ca- 
valiers goalkeeper Brock Yetso. 
Compiledfrom staff and wire reports 
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Woodson wins Heisman Trophy 
Associated Pmi photo 
Michigan junior cornerback Charles Woodson poses with the Heisman 
Trophy Saturday at the Downtown Athletic Club. Woodson is the first 
ever defensive player to win the award, which recocnizes college 
football's best player. " 
f/ie Associated Press  
NEW YORK -- When Charles 
Woodson heard his name called, 
he looked skyward, sank to his 
knees and covered his face for 
just a second. 
Woodson, the player who 
turned Michigan into the No. 1 
team in the nation, had just be- 
come the first primarily defen- 
sive player to win the Heisman 
Trophy. And he couldn't believe 
that he - not Peyton Manning - 
was on his way to the podium. 
"My body just went limp. I 
couldn't move," Woodson said 
Saturday night at the Downtown 
Athletic Club. "I couldn't grasp 
what happened." 
What happened was a I Icisman 
Trophy breakthrough. A corner- 
hack, who also starred as a wide 
receiver and punt returner, liad 
won college football's most pre- 
cious prize, one usually reserved 
for quarterbacks and running 
backs. 
But Woodson walked off with 
the 25-pound bronze statue for 
giving a performance that has 
the Wolverines a victory away 
from a national title. 
"Defensive players can now go 
out and play their games," Wood- 
son said. "This has opened 
doors." 
Woodson is from Fremont. 
Ohio. In 1994, he took home The 
Associated Press "Mr. Football" 
award, emblematic of the state's 
finest high school player. 
In perhaps the biggest surprise 
in the 63-year history of the He- 
isman, Woodson won by a com- 
fortable margin over Manning, 
who had become the preseason 
favorite when he announced last 
spring he was returning for his 
senior season as quarterback at 
Tennessee. 
"This will be with me the rest 
of my life," the 6-foot-l, 
198-pound Woodson said. "I was 
sitting in that chair and saying to 
myself, 'Do I really have a shot?' 
I kept thinking about the Rocket 
Ismail-Ty Detmer year (1990) 
and how everybody thought the 
Rocket was going to win it, but 
they opened the envelope and Ty 
Detmer got it." 
Manning  said  lie   was  disap- 
pointed   mainly   for   Volunt' 
fans 
"I'd be less then honest if I said 
I didn't want to win it for them," 
he said 
"I didn't know what to expect. I 
was excited just to be here a 
candidate, I really had a lot of 
fun this year. I liave one t 
left and I'm going to cherish it 
and cherish the days leading up 
toil." 
While Manning threw for 3,819 
yards, 36 touchdowns and led the 
third-ranked Vols (11-1) to the 
Southeastern Conference title 
and an Orange Bowl, the Heis- 
man voters chose Woodson, who 
went from sublime to sensational 
whenever Michigan was on 
national TV. 
Woodson's dominance in the 
Wolverines' 20-14 win over Ohio 
State on Nov. 22 may have been 
the Heisman clincher. In that 
game, he intercepted a pass in 
the end zone to stop a Buckeyes' 
scoring threat, caught a 37-yard 
pass to set up Michigan's first 
touchdown and then broke open a 
tight defensive struggle with a 
78-yard punt return for a score - 
his fourth TD of the season. 
After the punt return, Woodson 
looked as if he was ready to 
strike the Heisman pose, leaning 
forward and trying to stiff-arm 
an imaginary defender. But he 
was swarmed by celebrating 
teammates. 
"This opened more avenues for 
players to show their talents and 
skill," said teammate Marcus 
Ray, a saTety. "I wasn't SUT 
prlsed. 1 felt like he deserved it. I 
think Charles did more for his 
team on both sides of the ball." 
The closest a defensive playe- 
had come to winning was in 1980, 
when Pittsburgh defensive end 
Hugh Green finished second be- 
hind South Carolina running back 
George Rogers. 
Since then, other defensive 
players have finished in the top 
five, including Marvin Jones 
(fourth, 1992); Steve Emtman 
(fourth, 1991); Brian Boaworth 
(fourth, 1986); and Terry Hoagc 
(fifth. 1983). 
But this year, the junior came 
out on top - and it wasn't really 
close. 
Woodson, the 13th junior to win 
• See WOODSON, page 17. 
63 Heisman Trophy winners 
1935Jay Berwanger, Chicago, HB 
1936-Larry Kelley, Yale, E 
1937-CUnt Frank, Yale, HB 
1938-Davey O'Brien, Texas Christian. QB 
1939-Nile Kinnick, Iowa, HB 
1940-Tom Harmon, Michigan. HB 
1941-Bruce Smith, Minnesota, HB 
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1971-Pat Sullivan, Auburn, QB 
1972 Johnny Rodgers, Nebraska, FL 
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1974 Archie Griffin, Ohio State. HB 
1975-Archie Griffin. Ohio State. HB 
1976-Tony Dorsett, Pittsburgh. HB 
1977-Earl Campbell, Texas, FB 
1978-BiIly Sims, Oklahoma. HB 
1979-Charles White, Southern Cal. TB 
1980-George Rogers. South Carolina HB 
1"K1 Marcus Allen. Soul!.. 
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1983-Mikc Rozler, Nebraska. 1 IS 
1984-Doug Rutie, Boston College, QB 
1985-HoJackson,Auburn, in 





1991-Desmond 11 WR 
1996-Dann) 
Katzenmoyer takes 
home Butkus Award 
The Associated Press 
ORLANDO Fla. - Ohio State 
linebacker Andy Katzenmoyer 
received the Butkus Award on 
Saturday as college football's top 
linebacker. 
"I'm a little bit overwhelmed," 
Katzenmoyer said. "If you would 
have told me at the beginning of 
the year I would have been here, 
I probably would have given you 
the strangest look I ever gave 
somebody." 
The award, named for the 
former Illinois and Chicago 
Bears great, is presented annu- 
ally by the Downtown Athletic 
Club of Orlando. 
it knee replacenn 
gery prevented Butkus fi 
tending this year's ceremony. 
sophomore    in    the    at 
her was 
Oklahoma's   Brian   Bosworth  In 
The ol re Flor- 
lled 96 points 
from the 22-member selection 
committee. Cowart (82 points) 
garnered the other 10 first-place 
ballots. Mays collected 56 points. 
A two-year starter, Katzen- 
moyer topped the Buckeyes with 
a career-best 93 tackles. The 
6-foot-4, 260-pounder also had a 
team-leading 11 tackles for los- 
ses. 
"We've had some great line- 
backers play at Ohio State Uni- 
versity through the years," coach 
John Cooper said. "I can tell you 
tonight we've never had a foot- 
ball player in my opinion play 
better than Andy Katzenmoyer 
has for us the past two years." 
"My No. 1 goal is win a v 
championship,"    Katzenmoyer 
said. "Until that's done at Ohio 
State, I won't behaj 
Cowart didn't miss a beat after 
sitting out the 1996 season. The 
6-footJ, 239-pounder undi 
left knee reconstruction after be- 
ing hurt in the 1996 i I 
with lie 1995. 
"It means a lot being recog- 
nized as top lineback- 
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Martinez deal highlights baseball signings 
The Associated Press 
NEW YORK - While Pedro 
Martinez and Boston celebrated 
his record contract, the Balti- 
more Orioles added another bat 
to their lineup, agreeing to a $3.3 
million, one-year deal with Joe 
Carter. 
The Chicago Cubs also added 
some offense Friday, obtaining 
Henry Rodriguez from the Mon- 
treal Expos for right-hander Mi- 
guel Batista and signing the out- 
fielder to a $2.7 million, one-year 
contract. 
In a swap of outfielders, the 
New York Mets sent Alex Ochoa 
to the Minnesota Twins for Rich 
Becker. 
Seattle, meanwhile, found a re- 
placement for Paul Sorrento at 
first base, agreeing to $4.75 mil- 
lion, two-year contract with Da- 
vid Segui. And Detroit signed 
outfielder Blp Roberts to a $23 
million, one-year deal. 
In a deal announced late 
Thursday, outfielder Otis Nixon 
agreed to a $2.3 million, one-year 
contract with the Minnesota 
Twins. 
Three other players who had 
been eligible for salary arbitra- 
tion also signed. San Francisco 
pitcher Kirk Rueter, who made 
$260,000 last season, got an $8.5 
.nillion, three-year contract; 
Milwaukee catcher Mike Math- 
en y got an $800,000. one-year 
contract, nearly four times his 
$210,000 salary last season; and 
Seattle outfielder Rob Ducey 
received a $350,000, one-year 
contract, a raise of $150,000. 
Martinez's $75 million, six- 
year contract, the first guar- 
anteed deal of more than five 
years for a pitcher in 21 years. 
"I think there is no 
better place to win it 
thanhere." 
Pedro Martinez 
On signing with Boston 
was almost old news by the time 
the Red Sox confirmed it 
Wednesday. If Boston exercises 
its option for 2004, Martinez 
would receive $90 million over 
seven seasons. 
'This sends a very clear mes- 
sage to our fans that the club 
aims to put a contending team on 
the field for 1998," Red Sox gen- 
eral manager Dan Duquette said 
"The signing of Martinez is a 
very important building block." 
It also has raised the price for 
Mo Vaughn and Jon Valentin, eli- 
gible for free agency next fall. 
"I think there Is no better place 
to win it than here," Martinez 
said. "All the attention I'm get- 
ting and all the hope I see in the 
people's eyes for just being here, 
imagine what would happen if we 
won the World Series. I imagine 
they would turn the city upside 
down." 
Baltimore, which lost the AL 
championship series in 1996 and 
1997, hopes Carter will lead the 
Orioles to their first World Series 
appearance since 1983. 
Carter, who spent the last sev- 
en years with the Blue Jays, said 
his agent was contacted Thurs- 
day by Orioles general manager 
Pat Gillick, who had been Toron- 
AlMclaled Pr*M pholo 
Pedro Martinez' six-year, $75 million contract makes him the highest paid player in baseball history. 
Roberto Alomar and Jimmy Key. Rodriguez,  30,  hit   .244  last 
"Joe Carter is one of the tough, season with 26 home runs and 83 
clutch hitters in baseball," Gil- RBIs. He got a $400,000 raise 
lick said. "He is another veteran, from the  Cubs, and can earn 
to's CM when the Blue Jays ac- 
quired the first baseman- 
outfielder from San Diego. 
"I wanted to go out with a bang. 
This is a way to go out with a 
bang," Carter said, looking for- 
ward to the usual sellout crowds 
at Camden Yards. 
Carter, who will turn 38 in 
March, hinted this 15th season 
might be his last. He said Minne- 
sota and Anaheim also expressed 
interest. In Baltimore, he joins 
former   Blue   Jays   teammates 
a proven leader with a winning 
track record, who we hope can 
help us take the next step for- 
ward this coming season." 
Rodriguez became the seventh 
veteran to leave the Expos in re- 
cent weeks, following Martinez, 
Segui, Mike Lansing, Doug 
Strange, Dave Veres and Darrin 
Fletcher. 
$500,000 more in bonuses if he 
has 550 plate appearances. 
"We've said all along that we 
needed to improve our power and 
run production and this guy helps 
us," Cubs general manager Ed 
Lynch said, hoping Rodriguez 
will protect Sammy Sosa in the 
batting order. 





451 Thurstin Ave. Apt. #305 
- turn, effic. $325.00 rent, 
$325.00 deposit. Avail. 12-30- 
97 Tenant pays gas & electric 
403 N.Main St. Apt. B -1 BR 
turn. apt. $320.00 rent, $320.00 
deposit. Tenant pays all utilities. 
Avail. 1-7-98 
NOW AVAILABLE 
704 Second St - Newly 
constructed. House 3 BR - 2 
baths. $775.00 rent $775.00 
deposit. 
719 Elm St. - Lg. 3 BR house 
w/ detached garage Rent 
$675.00, Deposit $675.00 
Avail. 12-24-97. 
901 Napoleon - 3 BR. 
townhouse w/1 car garage 
$630.00 rent, $630.00 deposit. 
Available 1-7-98 
211 S. College Apt. B - turn, 
effic. $370.00 rent, $375.00 




■A&    CH€€S€S 
w      2 TOPPINGS 
$ 10 
No coupon Mcniav 
Not voUO u*h any othof ofoc 
fapM Ml « 







cheese & one topping 
$C99 2nd pizza 
$6.00 
■ additional toppings $1.20 each 
• United time 
■ notvaH wti any dherofter 
• no coupon necessary 
MEDIUM 
PIZZA 
cheese 8 one topping 
I?n0 pizza I 
S5 00 
• additional toppings SI .00 each 
»limited time 
• not valid with any other offer 
» no coupon necessary 
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camph ~r 
It is a small world after all. 
It was March of 1991.1 was In 
seventh grade and at my soon-to- 
be alma mater, Parkway High 
School (located in Rockford in 
Mercer County in western Ohio). 
It was hosting an annual boys' 
basketball Division IV sectional 
tournament. 
I was set to become a towel boy 
- I'd rush onto the court to wipe 
up wet spots and also give water 
to the officials, which was some- 
what fun as long as I didn't slow 
down the game. 
The first game would be be- 
tween St. Henry and Lima Perry. 
St. Henry is also located in Mer- 
cer County. The Redskins had 
won the Division III state title the 
previous year and were coming 
off a football state title. 
I happened to be just outside 
the gymnasium when St. Henry 
arrived. Suddenly, I found myself 
standing in front of a tall figure I 
had been reading about and had 
heard a lot about all season. His 
name was Bob Hoying. 
Not knowing what to say, I just 






He just said, "Hi, how are you 
doing?" 
The team then went to the 
locker room to get dressed. Little 
did I know, I had just said hello to 
the future starting quarterback 
of the Philadelphia Eagles. 
Although the game was a blow- 
out, there are two distinctive 
things I remember about that 
night. One, Hoying came down 
and nailed two three-pointers to 
start the game. Standing right 
next to the St. Henry crowd, I 
barely recall the cheers. 
But if I were to ask someone 
who was in that crowd about the 
next moment, chances are that 
they'd forget. One of Perry's 
players was going up for a slam 
dunk. Out of nowhere, Bob met 
him in midair as if to say, "Not 
while I'm around." 
Three weeks later, St. Henry 
won the state title. I was about to 
perform in a play at Parkway jun- 
ior high when I heard the an- 
nouncement from one of my 
teachers who lives in St. Henry. 
More headlines came around 
when Bob signed to play football 
at Ohio State. It seemed as though 
the whole county would be pro- 
OSU at least for the five years 
Bob was In Columbus. 
Fast-forward four years to the 
summer between my junior and 
senior years. 
It was a nice, clear afternoon in 
Celina, Ohio (the county seat of 
Mercer County). I was working 
the front counter at the local 
McDonald's as a summer job. It 
was a somewhat busy day be- 
cause I think three or four people 
were working the front. 
Suddenly, Bob walked in. At 
first, I didn't know if it was him 
or his brother (His brother, Tom, 
is two years younger than him, 
and is a current OSU tight end). 
So when he approached the 
counter, I asked him if he was 
Bob or Tom. He replied, "Bob." 
I asked him about Notre Dame. 
He thought they'd be good. Then, 
I wished him luck before he sat 
down to eat his food. Before he 
sat down, I do remember him ask- 
ing me for ketchup. I gladly 
served him. 
After he sat down, I told the 
register worker beside me if she 
knew that she had just served 
OSU's starting quarterback. She 
was in awe. My only regret about 
that day is that I didn't ask for his 
autograph. 
I watched and listened to all of 
his collegiate games, from OSU's 
demolishing of Boston College in 
the opener, to the thrashing of 
Notre Dame, to OSU's comeback 
against Penn State, to the heart- 
breaking season-ending losses to 
Michigan and Tennessee. 
Recently, I turned on the tele- 
vision to watch a game between 
Philadelphia and Pittsburgh. Bob 
was starting his second game. 
After he threw two touchdown 
passes, I called my friends from 
St. Henry and asked if they were 
watching. They definitely were 
watching the game. 
Throughout the years, I have 
watched in awe of how Bob went 
from a small farm town in 
western Ohio to becoming the 
starter of the Eagles. I'm amazed 
at how close I lived to the man 
that put Mercer County on the 
map in terms of football. It's sim- 
ply amazing. A person in a farm- 
ing county can only dream of 
making it that far in life. 
His dream was to play for quar- 
terback for Ohio State. He has 
exceeded that dream. 
The moral of my story is to fol- 
low your dreams. Dreams give us 
goals to set and a path in life. This 
isn't necessarily saying to set 
goals so high that they are unat- 
tainable because it's hard to 
make it to the pros these days. 
But in my example, my dream 
is to become a sports editor at a 
local paper down South someday. 
With patience, I know it can hap- 
pen. 
Jerry Rice returns to 49ers' practice squad 
The Associated Press 
SANTA CLARA, Calif. - Jerry 
Rice is making an improbable re- 
turn to the San Francisco 49ers 
three and a half months following 
knee surgery for one reason: 
hard work by the top receiver in 
NFL history. 
"I started Sept. 20 and I only 
took one day off," Rice said, and 
that was only at the Insistence of 
doctors. 
"I didn't want to take it off," 
Rice said. 
Barring a setback in practice 
this week, he'll make his return 
to uniform Monday night against 
Denver. Rice, who had recon- 
structive surgery the day after 
tearing two ligaments and dam- 
aging cartilage In his left knee in 
the Aug. 31 opener at Tampa Bay, 
was upgraded Thursday to prob- 
able from doubtful. 
"Basically, I'm doing every- 
thing exactly like I was doing be- 
fore I got injured," Rice said. "I 
was running good routes, coming 
out of my cuts and I felt like I 
was very explosive." 
Rice, 35, resumed practicing 
with the team on a limited basis 
last week. Wednesday, team phy- 
sician Dr. Michael Dillingham, 
who operated on Rice's knee, 
cleared him to practice without 
any restrictions and for the past 
two days, he has been involved in 
all the team's workouts, includ- 
ing bump-and-run drills against 
defensive backs. 
"It's surprising that he's avail- 
able this early," coach Steve 
Mariucci said. "In the back of our 
minds, we were preparing not to 
have him at all. But we didn't put 
him on injured reserve and after 
he cut his own cast off, we start- 
ed thinking, 'Maybe the playoffs.' 
Then he's running around sta- 
diums before our games and he's 
going, 'shoom, shoom,' running 
back and forth and pretty soon 
It's sooner than that. It's all pret- 
ty remarkable." 
It was initially believed Rice 
wouldn't play again until next 
season. But Rice, who holds al- 
most every significant NFL re- 
ceiving record, never agreed 
with that prognosis. Five weeks 
ago, he predicted he would be in 
uniform for the Denver game 
and a declaration once greeted 
with skepticism now is well 
within reach. 
"I don't think I'm rushing the 
situation," Rice said. "I think a 
lot of people are going to say, 
'Well, why is Jerry back on the 
football field and all that?' They'- 
re entitled to their own opinions. 
I feel like I'm ready and I have 
always been the type, you know, I 
like to earn my money. I'm look- 








Cases 1/2 price with 
Guitar Purchase 
49 N. Main St. 
Downtown Bowling Green 
352-0170 
FALCON ATHLETICS DURING BREAK 
MEN'S 
BASKETBALL 





































STUDENTS ADMITTED FREE WITH VALID BGSU ID 
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FALL 1998 LEASING 
AVAILABLE 
Campbell Hill Apartments 
New Building for Fall 1998 
Other units going fast 
352-0717 
224 E. Wooster 
Bowling Green, OH 
43402 GREENBRIAR, INC. 
Hours: 
Monday - Friday 
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Saturday 
9 a.m.-1 p.m. 
COOKER 
Manasers at the Cooker Bar and Grille on Airport 
Hishway would like to wish all of our Crewmembers who 
are students at Bowling Green State University Happy 
Holidays and a safe New Year to you and your families. 



















FALL 1998 Leasing 
UNITS GOING FAST! 
Fall 1998 Lists Now Available 
New Frazee (451 & 424) Ave. Apartments (Full) 
• Frazee Ave. Apartments 
• East Merry Ave. Apartments (522 Full) 
• Field Manor Apartments 
• Mercer Manor Apartments 
• Ridge Manor Apartments 
• Campbell Hill Apartments (80% Full) 
GREENBRIAR, INC. 
052-0717 
GREENBRIAR, INC. Hours 
224 E. Wooster Monday - Friday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m 
Bowling Creen, OH 43402 Sarurday 9 a.m. -1 p.m 
Come in today before 
it is TOO LATE! 
Uh, can we talk this over? 
AaaocUtrd Pltll pluHo 
Yarborough Emanuel of the United Stales (racing camera) stares at Lau Shing-Wah of Hong Kong dur- 
ing the first round of a team cometition in the sixth Sumo World Championships Sunday. The event 
was held at Tokyo's Kokugikan Sumo Arena. 
HOOPS  
Continued from page 12. 
the Falcon defense. 
"She creates a lot on her own," 
Clark said. "We Just needed to 
play our principles, which we 
didn't. We were late to position- 
ing .... We had no team defense." 
Hargis was lO-of-15 from the 
floor, and canned 11-of-14 free 
throws. 
"She draws the foul better than 
most people in the country," Ba- 
sil said, "and that's what we 
wanted today." 
BG had one lead, moving up 
31-30 with 2:24 remaining in the 
first half. But the Mountaineers 
answered with eight straight 
points. 
"We just put a lot of pressure 
on ourselves by the missed op- 
portunities offensively and de- 
fensively," Clark said. "We didn't 
control any aspect of the game." 
Charlotta Jones added 12 for 
the Falcons and ripped down a 
game-high 14 rebounds. Jack! 
Raterman led BG *ith 14 points. 
But Jones and Raterman, BG's 
second- and third-leading 
scorers, were nowhere to be 
found in the first half. Raterman 
did account for eight points in the 
13-4 second-half run, but vani- 
shed after that, as did any hopes 
for a victory. 
"I didn't think we were menta- 
lly prepared and ready to play 
this game," Clark said. "I didn't 
like how we came out and started 
the game. We fumbled the ball 
quite a bit. 
"It's easy for everbody to play 
well when we're playing well (as 
a team). When you struggle, 
somebody has got to come in and 
turn that tide and there was no- 
body there. It's very discourag- 
ing for us... to come out and play 
at this level is not acceptable." 
Clark was at a loss to explain 
the sloppy play. 
"Maybe we get into this trap 
where we think it's just going to 
happen and we forget why it 
happens," she said. "We forget 
that all the little things make it 
happen - hard work makes It 
happen, effort and concentration. 
We dldnt have any of those 
things tonight." 
. 
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WOODSON  
Continued from page 13. 
the Heisman, beat Manning by 
272 points, with Washington 
State quarterback Ryan Leaf 
third, Marshall wide receiver 
Randy Moss fourth and Texas 
running back Ricky Williams 
fifth. 
Woodson received 433 first- 
place votes and 1,815 points in 
balloting by the media and form- 
er Heisman winners. 
Manning, Who finished eighth 
last year behind winner Danny 
Wuerffel, had 281 first-place 
votes and 1,543 points. 
The closest Heisman vote was 
in 1985, when Auburn's Bo Jack- 
son edged Iowa's Chuck Long by 
45 points. The largest victory 
margin was in 1968, when USC's 
OJ. Simpson beat Purdue's 
Leroy Keyes by 1,750 points. 
Last year, Florida's Danny 
Wuerffel beat Iowa State's Troy 
Davis by 189 points. 
In the regional breakdown, 
Woodson won five of the six vot- 




The BG ft*-, will ant tnowingly attrf* ■dveniMflvnu 
dial tintnimiuK   IHIJI i| ■Mull If— m) 
individual n» group cm the Kauinf rat*. tci.ColOf.FOCd. 
religion, rational ungia. tciiul oncauuoa. divatxhi). 
uaoi. a. a veteran, or on the hwi of any odw legally 
prowtltduatui 
CAMPUS EVENTS 
'Help the BGSU Women's Gymnastics Team' 
Call Papa Johna & 3S3-PAPA (7272) Monday 
tghta and meneon >tai you support Qymnaa- 
DCB and lha leani raoaivaa a portions of your 
tale. Help me learn and eel great pitza al tie 
same erne Thankil 
CITY EVENTS 
Angel Tree Gifts 
Must be relumed by Dec. 15 
to me Woodland Mall Beaton 
Thank you lor your auppon 
WFAL and SBX are proud to announce 
Hkhello Macheronl 
as trie winner of S200 in free books! 
si ihe o/eat book giveaway 
OONTFOnQET 
Relum your Angel Tree gins 
by Dec 15 to the WoorJand Mall location 
Thank you lor your auppon 
■eyondaXl 
Be on me look out 
tor your Senior Advisory Cound 
They're tie onee wearing fie grey 
Senior Advieory Counol Talma. 
You can buy Beyond BG Senror Chalenge 
ticketi horn t>em today II 
CASH. CHECK. CHARGE. BURSAR 
•eyondM 
SERVICES OFFERED 
FACULTY AND ADUMBTRATORS, Farway 
Preaa it acoapeng dnujartaaone. manuacnotl. 
and daaa nolea lor pubkeaton. Call tor sub- 
misson giadaenea. and aak about our print - on 
-demandservices (4191227-nte 
ing regions, with Manning taking 
only the South. 
Leaf, who led the No. 8 Cougars 
(10-1) to their highest ranking 
ever and a berth in the Rose Bowl 
against Michigan, had 70 first- 
place votes and 861 points. Leaf, 
a Junior, threw for 3,637 yards 
and33TDs. 
Moss, who set a major college 
record with 25 TD catches in 
leading the Thundering Herd to 
the Mid-American Conference ti- 
tle in the school's first season in 
Division I A, had 17 first-place 
votes and 253 points. 
"I seriously think that if I was 
at another school, with a lot more 
publicity, there's no doubt in my 
mind that I would have won the 
Heisman," Moss said. 
Manning, the Ail-American son 
of former Ole Miss quarterback 
Archie Manning, set 39 SEC or 
school records in leading the 
Vols to their first SEC title since 
the league split its divisions in 
1991. But another loss to Florida 
- 33-20 on Sept. 20 - may have 
GEAR FOR THE WILDERNESS 
Backpacks. Sleeping bags, hating boob). 
WakKprool*reaIhabte rainwear A skiwear 
tents. Rockdimbing, canoes, kayaks 
Climes and trips now avaaaole 
Canoe Shop 140 River ltd Walervtlo. OH 
(419)«?a-3700 
www theCanoeahop .com 
FACULTY AND ADMINISTRATORS. Fairway 
Press is accepting dissertations, manuaenpts. 
and daaa notes lor publication. Call tor sub- 
mission guideenee. and ask about our print - on 
■ demand sorvloae. (4l») 227-tatS.  
STOPI tor tSO/semesler the Student Health 
Serve* won! charge tor Met. X-rays. A minor 
surgical procedures. Call 372-2274 or 2277. 
Deadline ■ Jan. 23.1M6. 
U-Haul Trucks t Traders 
352-2959 
Pregnant?1? 
FREE Pregnancy Tests. 
CONFIDENTIAL and CARING 
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center 
PERSONALS 
*Halp tfn» BGSU woman's Gymnastics Team* 
Call Papa John's & 3S3 PAPA (7272) Mon- 
day nighu and m*K"jon thai you support gym- 
nastic s and ffis Mam raoarvaa a por&on of your 
sataa. Hatp lha Mam and aat praai pizza at lha 
samasVna. Thanks I  
QPMBOPMBQPMB 
lha smart of Gamma PN Bata would ista 
10 cc-.gratu.aia Michal PartcJna on har 
graduation Wa wish you lha Past always I 
Q Phi B G Ph. B G Phi B 
Hava a good hobday t*aak ganOaman 
R.E.L. 
KA'KA'KA'KA 




Phi Mu ■ Kappa Alpha • Phi Mu 
Thanh you to Santa and me Kappa Alpha Or- 
der tor m* kissing carnations 
Phi Mu' Kappa Alpha ' Phi Mu 
PtuMu'PhiMu'PhiMu 
Congratulations  10   Missy  Brown on  being 
elected as the new Panheeenic Council Treas- 
urer 
PhiMu'PhiMu'PhiMu 
lit] Spring Break Cancun A Jamaica S37gi 
Book Early - Savel Oat a group - Go Free1 
Panama Cily SI29I South Beach (Bars Cose 
Sam) H29I •pringbraaktravel.com 
t-MtWMtta        - 
cost him Heisman votes just as it 
did last year, when he threw four 
Interceptions in a 35-29 defeat 
and Wuerffel went on to win the 
trophy. 
This year, it was Woodson's 
turn. The former Mr. Ohio Foot- 
ball - he Is Ross High School's 
all-time leading rusher with 3,861 
yards - had seven Interceptions, 
caught 11 passes for 231 yards 
and two TDs and scored on a 
33-yard reverse and his punt re- 
turn. 
When he was growing up and 
playing football in the living 
room with his brother, Woodson 
recalled telling everyone he 
would win the Heisman. 
"When I started my defensive 
days at Michigan, that dream 
left," he said. "But you guys have 
brought that dream back, gave 
me a chance earlier in the season, 
put me In the race, and allowed 
me the chance to be here. 
"This Is truly the biggest mo- 
ment of my life, so far." 
1111 Spring Break Bahamas Party Cruiael 6 
days (27gt Includes meals, tree parties' Get a 
group - Go Fraal Prices increase soon - Save 
tMlspnngbreaktraval.com t 800-678 6386 
Phi Mu' Pin Mu ' Phi Mu 
Congratulations to our new alumnae member s 
Kelly Moriany. Stacey HalkMres. Jen Glazer 
Jen Wssams. Angela Rowe. Katie Kissel, and 
Lisa Kra.oski We love you al and we wish you 
the best of luck m your future. 
Phi Mu ■ Phi Mu ' Phi Mu 
Phi Mu - Phi Ui • Phi Mu 
Congratulations to Erin Goodsite and Megan 
Meyer lor a wondertul job watt men positions 
on Panneilenic Counol mis past year. 
PhiMu'PhiMu'PhiMu 
Phi Mu' Pt» Mu • Phi Mu 
Congratulations to Kelly LaHora. Jody Bens- 
chotar. and Erin Goodsite on being initialed 
into Gamma Sigma Alpha. 
pm Mu' Phi Mu • Phi Mu 
Dance Maramon 
Hoeday Carde are now on easel 
There are 10 per package 
•4.00 Bursar abiei 
To view designs and order call 2 0530 
Happy Hol,daysi 
Free Ceah Orantal 
CcJbge Scholarshes. Business Medical 
oils Never Repay Toll F ree 
I 800-218 9000 E.t G-2076 
HURRY. HURRY. HURHYI 
Time is running ou(i 
Appkcaeons tor Fall '98 
NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE 
are DUE FEBRUARY 13*11 
There* sol time lor you to 
See another pan ol me US 
Check it out Friday. December 12th 
330-4:30 in the Tall Room-Union. 
Call 2-2451 lor more into 
Santa and the Elves have arrived this year 
Happy and jolly, and guzzang beer. 
Theyll start their adventure at Quarters formal- 
lyMuggs. 
PttMM buy vham a dnnk or giva than, hugs 
Wlft Paul. Ipandar. and Od wal aaa what thay 
Tha holiday sprit contmuas at Big Shots. 
Nail you'll aaa Murphy. Ockarson. and Palmar 
drink lika ptggias. 
as thay laad tha Etvaa to Ztggwt. 
Naia. Kaiiar. and Tommy dadda to rairaai. 
To BW-3's and Gargoyles nan. and than to 
Easy Siraei 
Up neit ana Junction. Downtown, and How- 
ards.We.l aaa It Phia*ar. Chandler. Vincent, 
and BuOar ara cowards. 
Attar Brawsiar's and Brathaua, wall s«a it 
Baaisisthaman. 
But no ona can out dnnk tha Councilman i 
ThaEivaswiii^saaiiothahkythPoia. 
hi rang iha sack and passing out cold. 
Daspte iha lestiwDes and drunkan haza. 
thay wiah you luck through tha h*i.dats 
RED DOG PRESENTS: 
Monday Night Football 





WINGS - 25C 
CONEYS - 75$ 
HOT DOGS - 50C 
19 and Over Every Night 
We're celebrating the first anniversary of our 
major remodeling by offering our valued 
customers this one time special offer.. 
Happy Holidays too! 
Buy One Ranch Super Buffet 
GET ONE FREE 
Coupon good for lunch of dinner buffets. 
Not valid win any other offers. fox not 
included. Coupon expires 12/21/97 STEAK & SEAFOOD 
■ 1544 E. Wooster across from the stadium 
h   »*-   -   W W  *.' i'efc Ok '.a. W W tf.WWS'A'SWV ■tfkpfa*- *■•*■'•>■>■>-- 
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teeoooeeeet lOOOOOOOOOCOOOOOOOOOOOf 
Ph «*;" P«flgy • Pm Mu • Peggy • Phi Mu 
Thanks tar a grtal semester' 
CaplaeiK 
Pts »*J' Peggy ■ Phi Mu • Peggy ■ Phi Mu 
Phi Mu • Phi Mu • Phi Mu 
Congratulations   to   Jody   Benscnoler,   Erin 
Goodsite. Kelly laHote. Amy Pieman, and 
Bnttainney Rowlands on being imalied   mo 
OOK 
Phi Mu' Phi Mu' Phi MU 
Ph. Mu ' Phi Mu ■ Phi Mu 
Thank you 10 Karen Wahl lor bwng a greal Pr. 
Mu Phaniom and to the somt crew lor all you 
did tor the chapter. 
Phi Mu' Pin Mu' Phi Mu 
—ACT NOW!"- 
CALL LEISURE TOURS FOR SPRING 
BREAK PACKAGES TO SOUTH PADRE. 
CANCUN. AND FLORIDA REPS NEEDED 
TRAVEL FREE AND EARN COMMISSIONS 
GROUP DISCOUNTS FOR 6 OR MOR PEO 




Hats 4 Mugs 
Also. Grandma. Grandpa. 
Sister etc 
Collegiate Connection 
S3I RKtoe St 
WANTED 
BGSU'S Sewn on Letters 
and embroidered merchandise 
Best Prices. Best Quality. Beit Selection 
Coi legwite Connection 
S31 Ridge Si 
t Graduation Ticket Needed 
Will Pay I 
Call 354 0276 
thawn@oo.net bgsuedu 
I'm looking tor eiea graduation tickets. I! you 
have any please ca'i 354 3578 
—ACT NOW!— 
CALL LEISURE TOURS FOR SPRING 
BREAK PACKAGES TO SOUTH PADRE. 
CANCUN. AND FLORIDA REPS NEEDED 
TRAVEL FREE AND EARN COMMISSIONS 
GROUP DISCOUNTS FOR 6 OR MOR PEO 
PIF •00-J38-8203orwwwlelsuretours.com 
Need 1 grad ticket 
ca»l-8CrCH2»<2«« 
weekdays 9 00 5 30pm 
Help1 Only need i ticket for December gradua 
ion Please call 352 0795 
PRINTING SERVICES 
is here to help with your final projects and reports 
We are located in the 
Park Avenue Warehouse and the Union Fover. 
Let us help ease the crunch by printing your: 
Transparencies black & white $.40 
Binding your report heat seal or spiral comb $1.00 
Adding a color cover on your report 
•we have over thirty different colors of stock 
And printing as low as .04 cents a copy ©nil 
D 
NEWS 
Stop by or give us a call at 372-2216 
Female Subieaser Warned $168/mo 
Close to campus. CaD 353-2191 
We warn to adopt a baby 
Four years ago we were Messed with in* adop- 
tion ol a beautiful baby boy Today we hope to 
be just as fortunate by locating a b«th mother 
who finds us to be the nghi family for her baby 
My husband and I are both artists and own our 
own design business We work at horn* which 
allows us tons of ime to be toge.her Our son 
Tucker very much wants lo be a t>g brother 
and asked if he could adopt the baby loo To 
speak to Tom or Deborah call 
i 6866102555 
1 female subieaser Low rent Big house. Close 
10 campus Ca« 353-9326.  
i or 2 sublease's needed 'or 
Spring Semester B-g House dose 
to campus A bars Rent is Si 70 
a month per subieaser and uNlnes 
Call 352 0551 
i Ticket for Dec 20th Graduation 
Will pay lor ticket A phone calf 
T.na Prrbulsk- 4«&355-6125 
i to 2 subieasers needed 
1 st floor house 
Call Chris or Brian 
352 2472 
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS: 
Do you have a part-time job? 
Is it related to your maior'career goals'1 
Come and see if you qualify lor 
CO-OP 050 
a NO-COST transcript notation 
Lend CREDIBILITY to your employment 
Co-op 3iOSSBIdg -372-2451 details 
Looking for a fun person who likes dogs to 
share 2 bedroom apt w own rm. Pool furm- 
shed. $2S7/mo - 1 '2 upis Call N-ki 354- 7329 
Mat* subieaser needed Summit Terrace, own 
bdrm., free shuttle to campus, for more mio call 
(440) 975-0363 or atop mto W.ninrop Terrace 
Rental offices & ask about apt #95  
Malt Subieaser Wanted 
New Frazee Apts 3 Bdrm, 2 Bath, 
Fireplace, 3 other roomelee. 
CaD lor Into: 352-2803 or call Dan collect 
2-6-871-37«3 
 Female Spnng Sub-eater Needed 
New Frazee Apts 3 Bdrms 2 Bath 
Fireplace. 3 or»er roomaies 
OWN ROOM 
Call Caaey for INFO 352 5758 
GRADUATE    STUDENT    SUBLEASER 
NEEDED 
for Spnng Semester. 1 bdrm. $350 mo. Furni- 
shed Brand new CallCherylat354-57l4 
3 F Rmtes Wanted Own rooms. $i70/mo. 
Air Cond Carport. Very spacious. Call Megan 
at 352 7593 
Desperately seeking female subieaser 
only $600 lor the entire Spring Semester 
dose to campus Please call 353-0284 
GRADUATION TICKETS NEEDED 
WILL PAY CASH 
Call Swia at 354-3449 
Subieaser needed  Own room. lurn. apt. tor 
Spnng semester. 353-2192. 
Homeowner seeking 2 graduate students to 
share very nee 4 bdrm house on Wmiergar- 
den. $250 per person plus Share of util Int. 
students welcome Call 436-5672 days 
35? 3290 eves       
Spring Sublease/ needed 
Huge house close to campus 
Own room-call 353-4414 
Sublessor needed for a spacious 2 bedroom 
apartment: furnished, central air/large Wing 
room/ new carpet. $445 • eiec * gas Avaiia- 
bieJan   lOCa.1353-5616 
Need 3 Dec Graduation Tickets Will Pay $ 
$Cali Rebecca 372 6560 en 43006  
Needed 1 ticket for graduation 
Will pay Call Jason 3520596 
Not planning to attend your Dec 20th grad' 
I'd like to purchase your tickets. Please call 
Sharon at 353-0202.  
Subieasers needed for spaoous apt 
2berm. 2 bthrm. dishwasher & air 
close to campus, call Jena 354-3434 
SUBLEASERS NEEDED" 
2 bdrm Free cable 1 btk from campus Only 
$455 mo Call 353 733?  
Subieasers needed tor efftc apt. Spr Semes 
ler Across from campus Please ca.13520795 
WANTED 
Dec. 20 Grad. tickets 
6 needed will pay $$ 
Call Leslie at 352-0551 
Wanted i or 2 subieasers tor spring sem. 1 
bedroom, $42SVmo   S   Summit location, call 
Julie ©354-5164 
HELPWANTED 
After school childcare needed begm m Jan 
Must have own car Call 353-3141 to set up in- 
terview  
Childcare needed m my Perrysburg Ft. Metes 
home. Preler2or3fufldays(730am-500pm) 
tor 3 children Canng, dependable non- 
smoker Dependable transportation required 
Excellent pay. References required. 
41 »674-3fe41   nave message  
Female student needed to work with autistic 4 
ft. c-d in home A school setting, desire 
someone who wti be here for summer No eip 
nee. Training provided Only dedicated maivid- 
uak, apply. CaU Laura 419-876-3996 
Nursery Supervisor WantedPan-time appro* 
4hrs   on Sun   AM* ocasscnai other times 
Sun Jan 4 Send letter w'resume and current 
references to   Personnel committeeSt Marks 
Lutheran ChurchSi 5 S College Drive 
Bowling Green. OH 43402 
(419)353 9305 
Fax (419)354-3000 
Or call Dr Hann at 352 3393 
Santa Claus is coming to town!" Need extra 
cash for Chnsrmas??? Heartland home health 
care is m need ol per diem RNs. Also need 
home health aides for m home care For more 
into Call 427-2077 
Wanted 100 students Lose 8 • 100 lbs New 
metabolism breakthrough Dr. recommended 
Guaranteed $30 cost Free gift 
1 800 8560916 
The New Barry Bagels Arrowhead Park m 
Maumee is now accepting applications for full 
A part time employment Apply ai any of our 
Barry's locations. For more info Call 872-4700 
On Duty Medical needs home health aids. 
$7.00 per hour fieV schedule call 
1 600-645-6974 
Free Room and Board  -  In exchange for 
watching 2 independent elderly people in the 
evenings Includes room 3 meals, utilities, 
phone, cable, etc Responsible mature person 
n i, w r '.'(.vences Phone 354 4663 
$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars 
Free information Call 410-347-1475. 
$9.10 starting pay. X-mas break work 
F/P time openings Select hrs Noexp 
necessary We train i -5 wk work programs 
ava'l An majors may apply. May continue 
m-96 Must call tor interview into 
861-0736 
Dancers - Now hiring for the 
•1 GenBemen's Club in Toledo 
Travel A magazine modeling available 
DejaVu419-S31-007» 
FOR SALE 
Andy, Tara, Natalie, Heidi, Mary, Jessica, 
Mike, Caryn, Qreg, Stacy, Chad, Shannon, 
and my wonderful co-op Amy, 
Thanks for another terrific semester- 
s' couldn't have asked for a better staff! 
You guys are great! 
  -M*a   J 
1989 Plymouth Sundance 
Red. 5 speed, dean. in. good condilion 
if interested, cai1353 6826 
JVC Rack system 120-watt REc Dual 
cass'CD Tower speakers. 12 in woof gc 
V-toud. $250 OBO Jon @ 354 2006 
Furniture, sofa, end tables, trundle bed. desH 
g-ossers CaP Pat 352-7555  
PowerBook 1706/200/14 4 $540 • tax 
CaH Paul at 353- 7285 
Christmas Sale on Tom Mather's 
The Cheeseburger Philosophy 
Buy 3 @ $5/ea gel the 4th F RE E i 
Now at BeeGee A University Bookstores 
Makes a great Christmas present' 
POOL TABLE FOR SALE 
Good condition, red toft. 
bar style, pool table w/balis 
$100 OBO Must be picked up 372-5746 
Mobile home tor sale. i2ttx50ft 
w/deck. new carpeting $4500 
Please leave message 352-8133 
SEIZED CARS from $175. Porsches, Cadil- 
lacs Chevys, BMWs. Corvettes. Also Jeeps. 
4WDs Your Area Toll Free 1-800-218-9000 
USED DOWNHILL SKIS 
Sue 150. Good tor a beginner or 
intermediate $45 
372-2606. evenings 872-6752 
FOR RENT 
1 -4 subieasers needed for spnng 
caU 354-2427 for more into 
Highland Mgl. Leasing 'W- M 
Grad. students A seniors 
i A 2 Bdrm apts 
Super locations 
Clean. A/C. ample parking 
Call 419-354-6036 
Houses A Duplexes for '98 "99 school year 
1 to 4 person homes available 
12 month leases only starting in May 
Stove Smith 352-8917 (no cat's after 8pm) 
Large i bdrm apt. furnished i block from cam- 
pus, 3 blocks from downtown. $30Q/me. call 
352-3652 Lease starts Jan. to May. 
NOW AVAILABLE 
i A 2 Bedroom Apartmsnu 
Close to campus 
' Cart 355*378 tor rate*      ' 
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Famala Sublaaaar WaniM SIBSTmo 
Cloaalo campus Cal MWI 
•Raffling W-W school yaar 830 E Wooaw. 
321E.MMiyB.JI1 E Rod up 1 down Many 
Mora Call 353 035? tor liamg avail al 316 f 
Marry «3 
Highland Ugt tsaalng tt-'M 
Grad Sudanis ft santora 
Iftl Bflapl daan.a/c 
CaH 418-354 6036 
Housaa ft Duplaaaa lor 86 w school yaar 
1 to 4 H» homaa avalaHa 
12 montfi laaaaa only staring m May 
Suva Smtti 352 0817 (no call afar 8pm) 
SoualSida San Samoa now 
ranting an «M al 883 S. Main 
353 8206 or 354 8206 
Spring Su6laaia(F)2BtVBalfi apt Larga IV- 
ing rm. Wtthan. ranlng araa. Waahar/dryar 
naarby Frae cabla TV 372-3706 
Now Laaalng tor 9a-a» 
lBR.2BR.Dupla«Apu 
'2mo Call 418354 6036(10 4) 
Highland Manaoamanl 
Housaa, 1 ft 2 bdrm. lurn. apis for 
1888-88 school yaar. 352 7454 
Larga2BRhoua««vbttaarnant Appl. •w/d. 
Pnvala dnva. garaga, naar campus, lum . or 
untjm. Aval. Jan.  1. aoSO/mo/nag  (308) 
686-4133 
Ona bdrm houaawllh ntca yard, 
$4*0 par mo md.all unhnaa 
Graal tor ona parson or ooupla. 
Aval now 353-5266 
Ona tomato sublaaaar naadad. Own rm, Iraa 
shuOa K> campus, share apt av ona oftar to- 
mala.cal (418) 424-1380  
Samaaiar sublaaaa, 2 bdrm. 1 bam. at ualaas 
paid aioapl alac Pals walooma. Avail. Dae. 
19ti t495/mo 352-6661 
1 4 subiaasars naaoad for spring 
cad 3542427 for mora info 
Wanlad 2 roommalaa lor Fa> 88 
Lg Irving rm, WKhan. 3 badrooms 
Partacl location- call SMpharas 
or Angala 353-8361 
«» Aval. Ssio-.OaM units 
Ona bdrm houso with nica yard. 
*440 par mo. md. all uilMa. 
Graal lor ona parson or ooupla. 
Avail, now 353-5266 
Two Bdrm apt 
(400/mo. AvaiaMa Jan. 
SJoraoa* 
Can 354-2280 
SuMaasar naadad lor 1/B8 5r86 or 8V98 
$250 no uDimai. Fraa cabla. 
Ctoas lo campus. 418-440-1440, laava mag 
tutasaaar naadad for 2 bdrm. apt- Ooaa to 
campus. Cnaap rant Cal 672<4l 7  
2 Bdrm. 605 5(h si Apt C 
Avail Jan 1 si $350 plus uDMas 
S»vaSmnn352 6917 
2 badroom. i bath, furmanad apt. locaiad on 
2nd St.  Avail,  tor  aacortd  aamasiar.   Cal 
364-4063 
Famala roomala naadad '88 "99 Own room. 
Call 353-0325 
Sublaaaar Naadad 
IK Eaai Washington St.. Supar daan. doaa to 
campus, new apamnani wnh ona or two possi- 
Wa occupancy. Cabla and ona mortis ra^t 
FREE! Contact Anna 6354-6036 or Aaron t) 
352-6550 
Sm. 2 bdrm houaa for ram. pats OK. yard, a 
vail 1/88 nag !S95/mo Can 354 2285 
Congratulations     ^<j3l 
Alison Pol ley upon your 
graduation. We wish you 
the best! 
From one of your favorite 
accounts, Barb, Marion, 
and Scott Newman. 
FALL   1998 LEASING AVAILABLE! 
Newly Remodeled for Fall 1998- 
Columbia Courts 
Units #61-72, includes gas log fireplace, 
A/C and new carpeting. 
3 bdrm, 2 baths, furnished. 
Close to campus on Thurstin Ave. 
rs 
052-0717 







Monday - Friday 
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Saturday 





One Large Pizza 
up te 5 toppings 
99 
1502 E. Wooster 
8 
exp.  12/24/97 
I ~ ~ One Medium Pizza 
2 toppings 
2 Medium - Two 
topping pizzas 
&   10M   & -Hut. u^lnilr^        Wut. _ex£. ]2/24/97_ 
mmm 
%jf Dining Services Christmas fc«fr 
r Holiday Schedule ^ 
Dining Center 
Kreischer 
-Sundial Food Court 
-Shadows Snack Bar 













-The Galley Snack Bar 
Closes 
2:00 pm, Fri., Dec. 19 
Midnight, Tue., Dec. 16 
10-30 pm, Fri., Dec. 12 
2:00 pm, Fri., Dec. 19 
Midnight, Tue. Dec. 16 
6:30 pm, Thu., Dec. 18 
2:00 pm, Fri., Dec. 19 
6:30pm, Thu., Dec. 18 
11:00 pm, Mon., Dec. 15 
2:00 pm, Fri., Dec. 19 
6:30 pm, Fri., Dec. 12 
Reopens 
4:30 pm Sun., Jan. 11 
7:00 pm, Sun., Jan. 11 
5:00 pm, Tue., Jan. 13 
4 JO pm. Sun., Jan. 11 
7:00 pm, Sun., Jan. 11 
730 am, Mon., Jan. 12 
430 pm, Sun, Jan. 11 
730 am, Mon., Jan. 12 
4:30 pm. Sun., Jan. 11 
430 pm. Sun., Jan. 11 
4:30 pm. Tue., Jan. 13 
Midnight, Mon., Dec. 15 7:30 am, Mon., Jan.12 

















Mon. Dec 15 
Tue . Dec. 16 
Wed. Dec. 17 
Thu. Dec 18 
Thu. Dec 18 
thu. Dec. 18 
Thu, Dec 18 
Thu. Dec 18 
Thu. Dec 18 
Fri., Dec. 19 
Fri., Dec. 19 
Fri , Dec 19 
Fri., Dec. 19 
Fri., Dec 19 
Mon. Dec 29 
Tue. Dec. 30 
Wed, Dec 31 


























- 1:30 pm 





- 1:30 pm 
- 10:00 pm 
-1:30 pm 
- 1:30 pm 
-6:00 pm 
- 1:30 pm 








Jan 5 - Jan 9 7:30 am-2 00 pm 
Jan5-Jan9 11 00 am-1 30 pm 
Sun , Jan 11 4:00 pm-11 00 pm 
Sun.. Jan 11 4:00 am-11 00 pm 
The Student Union will be closed on December 22. 23. and 24. 
Normal operating hours resume on Monday, January 12. 1998. 
Falcon's Nest Grill 
Cafeteria Line 
Falcon's Nest Grill 







NOW IN FULL SWING! 
We pay TOP PRICES for used texts. 
We also pay TOP WHOLESALE PRICES 
for current editions of books 
no longer being used on campus. 
South Park T-Shirts 
Now Available! 
HOURS: 
Monday - Friday      9 am - 5:30 pm 
Saturday 9 am - 5:00 pm 
We have Bowling Green's 




^    M   M    W\ VISA 
k 
